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FIG. 1.- DESIGN FOR CHESS TABLE IN INLAID WORK, CARVING, OR POKER WORK. (ONE-THIRD SIZE.) ~....oo~~ 
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Figs. 2-9.-Enlarged Squares. (Two-t hirds size.) 
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DE~W~ FOR A. CHESS TABLE. 
U'l FLORENCE H UDSON. 

T ars desi~n may be carried out very effect
ively eitlier in inlaid work, carving, or 
painting. 'l'he best effect would doubtless be 
obtained by inlaying, such as ebony and 
ivory, '"ell-contrasted woods, or stone mosaic, 
in the style of the Torquay work. 

But these methods a.re costly, and more
over require techni cal knowledge. White
wood tn.bles a re now procurable at all stores 
and artist's shops, and are most tempting 
for decoration, and an excellent effect may 
be obtained by either of the following 
methods, without any special knowledge and 
at little expense. 

A close- grained, smooth, white wood 
should be chosen, and two things must be 
remembered-1>., not to lose the sharp con
trast of light and shade, and that any orna
mentation by relief must be below the plane 
of the table, as represented by the white 
squares and pattern, otherwise the chessmen 
will not stand easily. Also great care must 
be taken in tracing or drawing the pattern, 
that the squares arc true. 

JV(Iocl Carviltg.-Having gone round out
side (that is, on the dark side) all the pat
terns and lines with a small gouge, the dark 
grouud can be cut down roughly, so as to 
leave the pattern in slight relief, and the 
veins in the leaYes can be finely cut. The 
dark parts must be stained, taking care not 
to encroach on the light parts, and the whole 
subsequently polished. 

Poku Jrorl.:, or burnt-wood engraving, may 
be substituted very effectively for carving 
proper. Follow the outlines, and also the 
veins, wit h the point. Then the ground may 
all be dotted closely with the point. This 
will probably darken the wooci sufficiently 
without staining, but if not, stain and polish 
as with the carved work. 

I mitation Inlaid Wot·k.-The following 
are very simple but most effective ways of 
producing the effect of inlaid work :-

Having well sized the white wood, and 
drawn t he desiO'n, ~o over all the outlines 
firmly with Judson s artist's black, which is 
really a beautiful dark brown. Then put on 
a mottled brown ground with the same, 
d iluting it with a little turps. When thor
oughly dry, re-size (taking care that the 
brown does not smudge), and either varnish 
or French polish, which is by far the most 
lasting and effective way of finishing. Or 
ebony and ivory may be imitated by paint
in~ all the light parts with perfectly smooth, 
th1ck, Chinese white, and the dark with 
ebony black instead of artist 's black. Care 
must be taken in subsequent sizina and 
Yarnishing that the white and black do not 
111 i ngle. It is as well to size each separately. 
'l'he etfect is excellent if carefully done; or 
i i C<1lour is cle~ired, the colours chosen can be 
mixeLl with Chinese \vhite and glazed with 
lHtre colo-:.lr after. When all put on, outline 
\! \'Crything with a fine black line (a little 
~ol d-size or veloutinc mixed with lamp-black 
t o }• revent its running), and then size and 
Yarnish, or, better, French polish. The fine 
\,Jack line gives quite an inla id effect. 

This design wa~ l':trried out originally 
with 1} in. ~q uare:>, ou a table top of n.bout 
l !l in. diameter. 

Table tops vary so much, that the safest 
way is to find the large:;t possiLle square to 
J,a had out or the circle ; and then to arrange 
the eight squares and lettering to such a 
:-!'ale a:; will Le wel1 within tha'li limit. In 
other words, w l1en t he whole desi~n is 
d ra wu, there should Le room left for a 

bevelled edge, or narrow white border, round 
the edge of the table. 

In whatever way the art-worker may elect 
to carry out the design, the effect, provided 
always that the execution be good, cannot 
fail to be satisfactory. But I shall be under
stood when I add that it goes well-nigh 
without saying that everything depends on 
the way in which the work, whether it be 
inlaying, carving, or painting, is done. 

PRACTICAL PAPERS FOR SMITHS. 
BY J. H. 

CASE H ARDENING - CASE HARDENING AT THE 
FORGE - BOX H ARDENING- FOBGINGS FOR 
MODEL WORK-DI.FFE~CES :BETWEEN M ODEL 
AND GENERAL WORK- ANVIIr-FILE-LEAVING 
PaRTS SOLID-STEEL BETTER THAN WUOUGHT 
I RON FOR MODEL 'WORK - DIE FORGING
FORMATION OF DlES- Q UANTITY OF MATEBIA.L 
IMPORTANT. 

IN the first paper of this series I mentioned 
several subjects on which I proposed to treat. 
Space is narrowing up, ho\vever, and I find 
that I must perforce omit two or three of 
these, and discuss the remainder as brie.fly 
as possible in this and in the succeeding ana 
final paper. I n this I shall touch ou (1) 
case hardening ; (2) model work ; and (3) 
die forging. 

(1) Case Hardening.-Case hardening is 
a method commonly used for rendering the 
surface of wrought-iron work as bard as 
tempered steel. The advantages of its em
ployment are that the toughness of the 
wrought iron is combined with durability 
of the wearing surfaces as great as that of 
steel ; and that the first cost of the forgings, 
and of the cost of theit being tooled and 
finished into shape, is less than the cost of 
steel forgings. Case hardening is adopted in 
link-reversing gear for engines, for the eyes 
and working faces of various levers, for pins 
or pivots, and so forth. It is performed as 
follows:-

There are two methods adopted in case 
hardening-hardening at the forge, and 
hardening in pots. 

Case Hardening at the Forqe.-To case 
harden at the forge, get a quantity of yellow 
prussiate of potash powdered very fine in an 
Iron tray. Heat the work in the clear fire to 
a red heat. 'l'a.ke up the prussiate powder 
in a ~poon, and strew it thickly o>er the 
surface of the forging. If practicable, roll 
the forgin~ also in the tray of potash. Time 
must be given to allow the powder to fuse 
and run freely over the surface, and then the 
forging is quenched in water to harden it. 

If the forging is so light that it loses its· 
heat too quickly, and before the potash has 
had time to penetrate, then it must be 
returned to the fire and heated up to the 
red heat again before plun~ing it m water. 

Box Hardening.-But th1s method is only 
suitable for small work, and not for articles 
of large and irregular form. For these, box 
hardening is resorted to. Boxes of various 
kinds are employed. F or the heaviest work, 
cast-iron boxes of circular form with cast
iron covers are used. They are of sizes 
suitable for the work in hand, ranging, say, 
from about a foot to two feet or two 
feet six inches in diameter for engineers' 
work. For small work, tubes of wrought 
iron or old _pulley bosses are used. The 
process of hardening is as follows :
The bottom of the box is covered with a. 
thick layer of the hardening material. 
'l'his conststs essentially of such nitrogenous 
and carbonaceous substances 11s bone dust, 
leather clippings, hoofs, salt, and charcoal 

powder. The forgings are made to alternate 
with the hardening material in the box. If 
the forgings are heavy, care must .be taken 
to give them good support among the 
ruaterial, so that they shall not become dis
torted by their own weight while at a red 
heat. When the box is filled with alternate 
layers of work and of material, the covet· 
is put on, and luted with fire clay. I t is 
essential that air: be thus completely ex
cluded from the box. Then it is placed in a 
fire, or, t>referably, in a reverberatory furnace, 
for penods ranging from, say, ten to thirty
six liours. The time during which the box 
is exposed to the heat of the furnace mainly 
regulates the de})th to which the case harden
ing will enter. The result, however, depends 
also partly upon the chemical activity of the 
hardening agents. 

This is assisted by the addition of the salt 
just now mentioned. Finally, the forging::> 
are turned out into cold water, and a re thus 
hardened. The depth to which the case 
hardening penetrates varies with the con
ditions named above. It will .range from 
-\ in. to nearly t in. But in the same 
forgings its depths will not be quite uniform. 
For light articles, of course, a mere film of 
surface ha rdening is enough; for heavy work~ 
the steely casing should penetrate to the 
maximum amount, or nenrly i in. There is 
this to be said : that since hardening dis
torts the work, the minimum amount of 
penetration that is consistent with the t>Ur
pose for which the forgings are reqmred 
should be imparted to them-1\ in., or &. 

bare is in., may be taken as a good average. 
In almost all instances the process distorts 
the forgings somewhat, sometimes more> 
sometimes less; and the titter has to correct 
outlines, not with a file, which of course will 
not touch case-hardened 'vork, but with ao 
emery buff, or emery paper. 
· (2) Forgings for Model Work.-Forgings 

for model work are necessarily expensive~ 
for two reasons. I n the first place, m order 
to produce shapely forgings so nearly like the 
ultimate finished ·work that only moderate 
and uniform amounts for machining are 
afforded, much time must be spent upon 
them. In the second place, very few sm1ths 
care to undertake such work, because it pays 
t hem better to do the ordinary work of the 
forge, and also b ecause a man must be an 
exceptionally neat workman to turn these 
out as perfect as they ought to be ma~e. 
Yet it is work that practised amateurs, With 
more time than cash at their disposal, can 
succeed pretty well with, because there is 
less of high skill than patience wanted, and 
there are scarcely any of the real!J difficult 
operations of forging involved. There are 
few special tools required, most of the work 
being done with· hammers and files. The 
cost of material is small, and the principal 
ap})liances are a small anvil and a vice. 

Dijfere-nces between Model and General 
Work.-Speaking generally, we may say 
that ther.e is less of weldin~ and more of 
drawing do,vn done. in forgmgs ·for model 
work t han in those of h eavy type. The 
difference in: tb,e dimensions of bossed-up 
ends or forked ends and their shanks or 
rods is so small relatively, that it is much 
easier to reduce the latter with the hammer 
than to weld the former on If, however, 
the bosses are of considerable thickness, or 
the forks large, then it. is bett~r to w~ld 
them on. There is no difficulty 1.n weldt'}g 
small work, p rovided no tim~ IS lo.st m 
hammerin&" the parts together 1mmed1ately 
on removru. from the fire, which can. be dOJ?-et 
upon a small anvil or a block of uon laid 
upon the side of ~he forge. . 

-
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.Anvil.-For very light work, one of the 
small combined anvils and vices will be found 
serviceable. The work can then be transferred 
ra.pidly from one to another as occasion 
requires, without loss of time. One advan
tage of a small anvil is that the beak is 
very useful for turning curves, and to form 
a suitable bedding when fullering down 
curved necks and shoulders. For these t he 
ordinary fullering tools are too large. The 
cross panes of the hammers are useful for 
this operation. With hammers of different 
sizes, radii of various curvatures can be 
formed. Neither are flatters used, but all 
the battering and smoothing that is done is 
effected witli the hand hammer. 

Fit e. - Owing to the unsuitability of 
smiths' ordinary finishing tools for purposes 
of model work, the file has to be used much 
more largely in this class of work than in 
ordinary forgings. When the forgings are 
cooling down to a black heat, a good deal of 
material can be removed with little effort, 
and some kind of finish imparted, that it 
would be difficult to impart by the hammer 
alone. 

Leaving Parts Solid.-Again, in small 
forged work, many parts are left solid that 
would be punched or fullered, or cut out in 
large work. The holes in bosses would 
seldom be punched, but left to be wholly 
drilled. The forked ends of eccentric rods 
are left to be slotted or filed out. 

Steel better tlutn Wrought Iron for Model 
Work.-When wrought iron is used for model 
forgings, the same regard must be had to the 
direction of the grain as in larger forgings. 
But in all respects steel is preferable as a 
material for model work to wrought iron. 
There is, practically, no grain. It does not 
open out and pro.ve spilly, like the inferior 
kinds of wrought iron. It is hard, rigid, and 
strong, an important consideration when 
light and slender work is in question, and 
takes a better polish1 and is more durable. 
For these reasons I snould always give the 
preference to steel over iron for light model 
forgings. 

(3) Die Ji'orging.-Die forging, or stamp
ing, is adopted in all modern firms doing re
petition work. There are numerous parts in 
nearly all branches of smiths' w0rk that are 
required precisely alike, and an enormous 
saving-often M much as 300 or 400 per cent. 
-is effected over the hand methods by stamp
ing such work, wholly or partially, in dies. 
S uch parts as flat links for pitch chain, 
tlan~es for steam and exhaust pipes, some 
portwns of valve gear, ornamental bosses, 
railing heads, pins, small levers, and a host 
of similar articles more or less intricate can 
be readily stamped with proper appliances. 
Moreover, another great advantage of such 
s,tamped worl_r is th~t it takes the precise 
form of the che, and 1ts accuracy is such that 
the very minimum amount for filing, turning 
rnach~ning, or polishing can be allowed, and 
that m a perfectly and uniformly precise 
amount. 

Formation of JJies.- The dies are usually 
made either of cast iron or of steel the 
larger dies in the former, the small~r ip 
~he latt~r. In the former ca.se, the required 
1mpre::;s10n~ are cast out, and afterwards 
cleaned and smoothed a little with the file · 
in the lat ter case, they have to be cut out 
with drills, chi,:e)s, and files. In either case 
sufticient metal must be put into the die t~ 
enable it to withstand without fracture the 
concussion of the blows to which it is sub
jected. Qast dies are, further, frequently 
bonded wtth a wrou~ht-iron ring in order 
to prevent their burst1ng under the stress of 
concussion. For this kind of work tll.e 
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sledge is no use. In little country shops, ' 
unprovided with power, the Oliver can be 
used. But generally the drop hamme;:-, 
steam hammer, or hydraulic press are used 
for work of this character; and the heavier 
and more powerful within reasonable limits 
they are, the better. 

The general mode of working off die 
forgings is as follows :-The formation of 
the dies themselves must needs vary with 
the shapes of the forgings. In the plainest 
work a single bottom die will often suffice. 
But if the top of a forging is not plain, then 
the die must be di~ided, the upper portion 
being cut to the requisite outline. The top 
portion must also be attached to the lower 
m such a way that it will take its proper 
position in relation to the lower instantly, 
without any adjustment. This is usually 
effected by means· of iron dowels, two or 
three dowels being driven tightly into the 
lower portion of the die, and standing 
upwards to fit into corresponding hoJes 
drilled in the top portion of the die. The 
dowels are well tapered, and their ends 
rounded off to give every facility for enter
ing quickly into the holes in the top portion 
of the die. Sometimes the bottom dies are 
furnished with long handles for their mani
pulation. But as frequently, they are lifted 
about with the hoop tongs, and the top dies 
only are furnished with handles. When holes 
have to be punched in the forgin~s, corres
ponding holes are usually drilled m top and 
bottom dies. The top holes are then par~llel, 
and of the same size as the punch which is 
inserted in them; but the oottom ones are 
only of the same size where the lower face 
of the forging lies, being tapered thence 
downwards to allow the punched discs to 
fall down freely. 

I 
SCARF OR~ A. 11t:E~TS . 

BY H. S. GOLDSMITH. 

S CARF PINS. 

THE methods that j ewellors employ to· 
attach ornaments to the necktie or crava t 
arrange themselves in three classes, t wo of 
which are in ordinary use, while the third i~ 
nearly forgotten. One of the two i:; tlJE~ 
subject of this paper, the othe1· is the scarf 
ring. As these latter are still wom to a 
considerable extent, they deserve a purer to 
themselves; but for the thircl- ?'.P , scarf 
brooches-a paragraph here will sull"ice. 

I n many cases two sets of dies are requisite 
to produce an article. One set will form the 
sides, and another set the top and bottom. 
4oto the details of these and kindred matters 
I cannot enter, nor into the relative cost of 
die versus hand forging. Of course, dies are 
eXIJensive, and however desirable from the 
pomt of view of accuracy the use of dies 
may be, there must always, from a com
mercial point of view, be a balance struck 
between the cost of a given quantity of 
forgings done by hand or by means of dies. 
AP, a general rule, there must be at least 
several dozens of an article required to pay 
the cost of dies. 

Quantity of Material Important.- In 
stamped work, the amount of material 
required for any given forging must be 
gauged with accuracy. If there is a little 
excess of metal, there will be thick fins 
~preading over the edgeili which will not 
only have to be laborious y cut or ground 
off, but will prevent the dies from meeting, 
and so cause the forgings to be thicker than 
they ought to be. If, on the other hand, the 
metal is short, then the forgings will not 
come up ·keen and clean, but will have 
edges more or less rounding and inaccurate. 
After two or three tentative attempts have 
been made, the amount of metal necessary 
for any given forging should be estimated 
accurately. 

Time is passing on, and the date that 
brll;lgs us to the conclusion and completion 
of the third volume of WoRK is fast ap
proaching. I am warned, therefore, that 
this series of papers on the work of the 
forge and smithy must be brought to a 
close also, as I said at the commencement 
of this paper. So the space that yet re
mains at my disposal shall be devoted ap
propriately and, l t rust, usefully, to the 
arrangements of the smithy. 

• ' 

I 

Scarf Brooches are mostly of th e " comet " 
pattern shown in Fig. 1, and surely it is 
about time that the beauti[ul cle~; igns nncl 
exquisite workmanship often found in these 
old-fashioned pieces of work were re prod necrl, 
or else that the ideas on which our great
grandfathers based thei.r sty le of scarf- ut' 
rather, shirt-frill-ornaments were once 1nr.re 
submitted to the public. This will douht
less depend on the fickle decrees of fashion, 
and if plain cross-over ties should ever b0 
" the thmg," then we may expect and hope 
to see a revival of the manufacture of thi~ 
cla~ of ornament. · 

. The opportunity for varied patt erns that. 
the elongated form of a comet brooch give::;, 
causes one to wonder why they have not re .. 
appeared long before this, if only as a con
trast to the insignificant, puny, round beadP 
and minute crescents and horseshoes t hat 
have been made by-the hundred for the last 
year or two. 

In these scarf brooches, although va riety 
of form is one point, still there is another 
which we might bear in mind nowaLlay ~:;, 
and that is the attempt at producing fL 
"jewel" This was defined for us by Ca rlo 
Guiliam-the modern Cellini, as h e is called 
-in a lecture given at the Society of Arts on 
the "Art of the Jeweller." H e says : '' 'l'he 
object of a jeweller will be to produce the 
largest amount of beauty in the most limited 
SJ?ace possible under the circum~tances. .A. 
p1ece of goldsmith's work need not neces
sarily be expensive ; it is the style, the 
design, the form that will give tha t grace 
and refinement which will gi'i'e joy and 
pleasure to look at it. The very word i tself 
1s derived from the Italian word giojelLo, 
meaning joy, pleasure to the eye." 
Sue~ a paragraph as that applies to our 

trade m every ·branch but w1th regard to 
scarf brooches especially, one fi nds tha t, be 
they even plain rounds or ovals, even then 
the ma.ker has not only done the mechan ica l 
part excellently, but by the employment of 
various well-chosen colours both in stones . 
and gold, as well as in contrasting plain and 
chased surfaces, that he lw.s produced a rea.l 
"jewel." 'f he stones in these scarf brooche~ 
are not restricted to diamonds alone, hut. 
rubies, emeralds, and pen.rls are very often 
met with. 

The one sketched here (Fig. 1) is a. vcty 
usual pattern : it is intermediate betwe~n 
the collet with a simple bar a.nd the much 
mo're elaborate ones that n.re to be found in 
the hands of connoisseurs. 

Pin-sterns and tltc P rinciples tlwt (JOVe?'l'b 

thei1· fo7'1n.- Pin-stems and the parts that 
attach them to the pin-head is, then, the 
principal subject of this paper. But before 
we enter into details, let us spend n. minntc 
or two in thinking over the purposes for 
which they are made. 

The :first thing is, doubtless, to g:i,•eser·-:rity 
to the ornament. Now, the consiLlerntion of 
that leads us naturally to the mcn.n:; we· 
ought to adopt to obt9.in the utmost power 
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of holdiug combined with the equally im
portn.nt·-antl opposite-quality of easy in
~crtion. In different places difterent methods 
are nsell. Length only is thought sufficient 
hy the French l?eople, for their pin-stems 
nnwage nearly 3 m. in length, and they are 
l•nt plain pieces of hard gold wire, nicely 
J•rJintetl. \Ye in En..,land, in trying to 
·· wake ussurauce doubly. sure,'' generally 
make a grooYc in the st em, like Fig. 3, D ; or 
cl,;e use :;ome of the methods to be mentioned 
later on, such as t he addition of spikes or 
nntx, etc. 

In old work, another sort of addition is 
introtlnced for the purpose of obtaining 
gr0n.ter ~ecnrity, and that is illustrated in 
Fi;.r. G. It is, as you see, another and gene
ndly iimaller pin, connected by means of a 
1ine chain. The custom of chaining scarf 
pins t\.1getller is one that has fallen into dis
u:-:e, notwithstanding t hat the fine chain 
anJ snHtll pin-head add greatly to the 
appr:aru.nce of the chief ornament, leading 
up to ancl pointing out the 1::\rger one rather 
t han detracting from it; just, in fact, as 
the frame of a picture improves the appear
ance of the painting. 

Sometime:; we find that three pins are 
attached to one another, each one of im
portance in itself, and, as one "ould naturally 
expect, the chain i,; occasionally made more 
of an ornament !)till by being set with 
stones, or ebc by h:l.Yiug pearls strung along 
i t at intet·\·:\1~. 

This seems beyond our immediate pur
po;e, which is the consideration of obtaining 
[jecnrity for the ornament as now worn; 
iiO, t o proceed with the technical details. 
Oue has but to call attention to Fig. 12 (A, 
11, c, D, E, F~ G) ; these are, of course, the most 
secure of a1l, fo r by the addition of a nut or 
a pin, afte?' the scarf p in is adjusted in the 
scarf, it becomes impossible for it either to 
ride up or drop out, or even be snatched out 
l•y any of the light-fingered fraternity. 

.Details of J.l1anujacttwe.- We have glanced 
at the main purpose of pin-stems, now to 
eonsider the best way to carry that purpose 
out. 

We must, in the fir:;t place, have the pin
~tem pointed, for it has to be inserted in a 
silk scarf, and it must be strong enough to 
bear forcing in and out of and through 
l->e\·eral thicknesses of material. On the other 
hand, it should not be made thicker than 
i.5 absolutely neces;;ary, else it would make 
a hrge hole, and possibly spoil the scarf. 

There is yet another consideration to bear 
in Ill intl. and thn.t is with reference to the 
pin-head. J.r'or the purpose of clearly indi
<:ating the last reason, we will suppose (as 
nn extrcllle tase) tlv1t a bead is to form 
the pin-head : one made, say, of delicate 
"'i ru-work, and quite hollow. Now, if a 
picec of Hligrec work such as this were 
a tL:L(:ltuf.l to a thick or clumsily-made stem, 
woul<l Hot the result be that the bead would 
J,c [jclucc:zf;d up by th e finger long before the 
r-:tem could be forced in and through the 
1nrclscn.rve~ thn.t arc now worn 1 

T he guiding principle of making stems is 
proper pt·oportwn·-t hat is, of greater or 
Jc~s thickness, acconling to the strength or 
fmgility of the hearl of the pin, or the use it 
is to be pnt to. Thi;-; proportion, i.e., s uit
ability, i:; one of the point,; that a good 
workman would ue sme to have in his 
tn in,l. 

In cxtrPme ca~cs it may be advisable to 
u~e a Rteel need le in place of a gold stem, 
for be the head OYer ~v wenk, it has got to 
:1ct as t.he men.ns to fnr('e the stem in, and 
,,. <~ r.an do JWthing el..;e hut use it. 
~ow to make an attcmvt at describing, 
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as thoroughly as may be, the steps in the 
manufacture of a simple plain pin-stem, 
and then from this-the simplest type
we can show, step by step, the alterations 
from that which are in common use. It is 
to be hoped that it ·will be done in such a 
manner t hat an apprentice will be able to 
judge for himself the different advantages, 
defects, or improvements that such altera
tions bring in their train. 

French .Pin-stems.-The simplest stem of 
all is that illustrated in Fig. 2 ; it is that 
used in all French work. It is a quite plain 
-piece of pointed wire, made in 18 et. gold 
(alloyed all copper), which has n ecessarily 
to be drawn down very hard, to ~et rid of 
the natural pliability of that quality. This 
means, as you know, that for the last 
twenty or more holes in the draw-plate 
which it has been through it should not 
have been annealed. Even that is probably 
too little, and it would have been better to 
have twisted i~ and hammered it, and not 
annealed it at all. Experience will only 
teach that, so we will take it for granted 
that your wire is to the proper size, ·straight 
and hard ; the length we have spoken of 
as being about 3 in. for smooth stems, the 
thickness size, 17 B.W.G., or 19 Shakespeat:e 
fiat gauge. 

Of the way it is to be attached to the 
head, more is written late'r on, so we now 
have but to consider the- point you have to 
put to it. It should be like Figs. 2 and 3.
that is, neither weak or thin, nor blunt and 
ugly, like Fig. 4, b. Pin-stems are pointed 
this way doubtless as a result of experience, 
for we find the same shape of point almost 
exactly in the ordinary pins sold by the 
drapers. If you will compare these with 
needles, you will see how the greater hard
ness, etc., of the metal, steel, permits of a. 
much finer point to the latter. 

In the metals-gold and German silver
we cannot obtain such a special hardness, 
therefore do not make your pin-stems with 
points like a needle, but condescend to 
follow the shape given to the humble 
ordinary pin, which is made of a metal 
resemblina those we use. 

This cails to mind that we have of late 
years had to make up small gold pins, with 
pearls for heads, to be used to fasten dress 
ties to t he shirt collar. F or these also no 
better model ca.n be found than "short 
whites" of good quality. Plain stems are 
occasionally used for the light pins that 
ladies h ave to fasten their lace with ; the 
length and strength of stem being made 
proportionate, of course, to the use they are 
to be put to, and to the size of the orna
ment they carry. They wil~ therefore, be 
several sizes thinner than the usual stem. 

Twisted Stems.- From a length of 3 in~ 
we drop to an average length of 2t in. when 
the stem is other than plain, such as the 
general one with a tWist, used here in 
England. 

'fhere are two ways to make this form of 
stem with a hollow, or twist or groove in 
it; both ways have their ~vocates, or at 
least their users. One way is by filing the 
~roove, the other by hammering and twist
mg the stem. 

The first is thought to be somewhat 
objectionable, for this reason : that the 
bottom of the groove is very likely to be 
not round, but sharp-a continuous nick, as 
it were. N ow, a sharp nick is always the 
place of greatest weakness, which you can 
see for yourself if you notice how small a 
nick, comparatively, an engineer will put in 
a rod of steel at the place where he wishes 
to break it. 

,.. 
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A::3 we do not want our stems t o be 
always breaking, the second method is pre
ferred by the writer, for he holds that the 
twisting of the grain of the wire t ends to
wards retaining a good part of the strength 
which is liable to be lost by having these 
hollows in a stem. 

The steps in making a pin-stem after the 
second process. are drawmg the gold wire 
(9-ct., usually) to a proportionate size-'say, 
17 B.W.G. size, or the Shakespeare fiat 
gauge, size 19 ; then to cut it into lengths of 
about 2! in., straightening it in the draw
plate before cutting it, of course. 

We now have a piece of wire 2! in. long, 
straight and hard (Fig. 3, A) : this has now 
to be annealed in the centre, where the 
twist comes, and nowhere else ; then flatten 
it out 1with the hammer, like Fig. 3, n, and 
3 B', not with an unequal thickness like 
Fig. 4, A. 

Again anneal it, and proceed to twist it 
until it comes like Fig. 3, c. This will be 
done with a couple of hand vices, or in the 
same way as a brooch tongue is done (see 
p. 648, Vol. I ., of WoRK, F ig. 4). 

If there is any soldering to be done, it 
will be the best t ime to do it now, before 
the stem is hardened. It may have to be 
soldered to the head, or a collar may be re
quired ; if it is, then let it be a small one'
not anything like the great ugly thing on 
Fig. 4, B. 

Now to harden it and finish it. It is soft 

i 
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all over now, except at the point, which you 
have not been told to anneal, and a good 
deal of trouble will be saved if you have 
not annealed it, but have kept it hard. If 
through inattention or carelessness you have 
annealed it, then proceed to hammer it first ~ 
one wav, then the other ; but do not get it ~ 
"double "-i.e., split- if you can help it. A ~I 
pin-stem with a double point ought to be ~ 
replaced with another one, for soldering the r. 
end up means farewell to nearly all hopes of --~ 
getting a firm, strong point. 

If all is right, then hold the stem on a 
sparrow-hank, small anvil, or smooth iron, 
and proceed to reduce it to the same 
diameter a ll along. 

The blows of the hammer are to be many 
in number, and not heavy, for we have to 
obtain a gradual and thorough hardening, 
and to that end the stem must be rotated 
all the time by the finger and thumb, so 
that the blows of t he hammer will strike 
successive P.arts ; thus the round section of 
the wire will be brought back again. This 
also straightens the stem, so we ca.n proceed 
to file it up, first roughing the points down, 
then with a smooth file going over all of it 
from collar to J)Oint ; t he result should be 
something like Fig. 3, D. The point, you 
will notice, is of the same shape as the 
French one. 

Badly-made Stem.- & contrasts help to 
indicate the point of one's argument, .Fig. 4, · 
B, is given to be compared in all partiCulars 
with Fig. 3. H~re follows the ch~ef . fault 
it possesses. I t 1s hammered too t hm m the 
centre of the twist, the wire itself is too 
thick, the twist is too long and too near the 
point, and is of course irregular, and fi~lSh~ 
off with a kind of gash : then t he pomt 1s 
too blunt. That is a too general fault, and 
yet it could be so easily altered in.th~s and 
all other cases; but unfortunately t t IS not. 
The collar at the top is too large ; J:?-O~ that 
this tends to weakness, but because 1t 1s out 
of proportion to the wor~ it has to do
viz., to act as a stop to ttghten the screw 
3.oaainst. J 

Polisking.-Tbere are .one or two .other 
things that might be sa.1d, but we Will get 

.. !( -
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the stem finished off; it only wants polish- generally overlooked, for we know that the and screwed them into the scarf, we should 
ing. Take a bundle of threads, and charge obj ect of the twist is to keep the pin steady then get plenty of hold: as you can try for 
one single one with crocus and oil; coil it in t he scarf; that being so, no mdividual yourself when you come across or make a 
round in the groove and rub away from one will dispute t hat a hollow with rounding stem with that twist as suggested. I believe 
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Fig. 1.- Comet Brooch, an Old Style of Orna.nient for Gentleman's Shirt Frill or Cravat. Fig. 2.- French Pin-st em. Fig. 3.- 0rdinary Pin-stem~ 

A, Pla.tn Wire before commencing t he Twist ; B, the same after Ba.mmerlng • B' the same after Ba.mmering to show Thickness ; c, Appearance after 
being twisted, and with the Collar soldered on ; n , Finished ·stem ; E, Stem Wtth raised Thread. Fig. 4.;-A, Wrong way of forging the Stem for 
twist ; D, Shows A when twisted and ba.rnmered with bad Style of Point and clumsy appearance generally. Fig. 5.- Squa.re Wire Pins connected 
by Chain !or security. Fig. 6.-A, Zig2a.g Stem !or La.ce Pins ; B, Spiral Stem for La.ce Pins ; B', Mode of cGmmencing Spiral Stem. Fig. 7.- Perks and 
Bone• Screw Stem. Fig. 8.-A, To show the amount of Space to be allowed between Pin-head and Stem; A', Back View of same; B, a more Ornamental 
Form of A, where Stem is solder ed direct to the Pin-head ; o, n, Back View of a Stirrup or Socket to screw Pin-stem in; o·, D', Side View of same ; 
E, F, G, H, Varioua Forme of Sockets. Fig. 9.-.A, B, c, Bad Forms of 1ltting Stems to Pin-heacis. Ffg. lO.- Shepherd's Cr ook Pin-stem for Swinging 
Ornaments. Fig, 11.-A, Pin-stem with Spike, to prevent Pin riding up in the 8ca.rf • B a.nd B', Side and Back View of similar arrangement, but 
with two Spikes on the Pin-head itsel! Fig. 12.-A, B, c n, Forms of But ter1ly Nuts. i, Bead Form or Nut · F, Disc Form of Nut; o, Stem pierced for 
passage of Pin. Pig. 18.- A, Improved Arrangement for Interchangeable Pin and ' Stud, with Screw soldered above the Centre ; B, Pin and Stud 
as uaually made ; o, Another Method, where a. small Screw (a) can be made ·to go through the Male Screw on either Pin or Stud to prevent 
the Betting comtug uufastened. 

end to anot&er ; after that, use water of Ayr 
stone and buffs; don't take it to the lathe and 
polish off all the corners with a wheel brush : 
t he edge of t he groove should be sharp and 
square, and for a reason apart from the look 
of the thing. I t is a. small matter which is 

edges is much less likely to catch the silk 
than one with their square corners. 

Do we not twist our stems in the wrong 
direct ion, and, in so doing, throw away a con
siderable amount of holding power~ If we 
twisted our stems as a. right-handed screw, 

the original maker of this kind of pin-stem 
intended them to be screwed in ; but of con rse 
people do the things the easiest way, n.ud U$ 

a consequence we find thn.t not one in one 
hundred has its thread to the right. I hn.ve 
written before this about the left-hand screws 
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in In<l i~m ear-rings, which doubtless arises 
frvlll the same cause-viz., that to produce 
n S<"rc~w to adYance by turning it to the 
r i.~ht, it is necessu,ry to t urn the thread in 
tlic opposite direction. I n place of the 
groove, a. thin wire is sometimes coiled round 
:md soldered, like Fig. 3, E ; but this is a 
formation that is not much used. 

Otlle1· Jl.ind:s ol Pin-stems.-It is time that 
we got along ,\·ith a description of other 
~'>tems, presuming that the reader will fit 
the details a lready given on to those that 
follow. 

0/cl En,qli$h.-Fig. 5 is made from simple 
.~quare wire, twisted. If the wire be polished 
hefore twisting, the result will be better 
t.ha,n if it were done afterwards. You may 
nse the hammers to ·this twisted stem if 
you want to spoil it ; not otherwise. As you 
~ee by the diagram, it is this pattern we find 
in old work. 

Lace Pin-stems (Fig. 6, A).- The crinkled 
one is a n npproved form for lace pins, where 
a. sharp-edged groove might cause damage. 
'fhese were formerly used for gentlemen's 
.-scarves as well. 

..-\. slightly varied form (Fig. 6, B) to this is 
c~imply made by twisting the middle of the 
:> tt>m wire round a small mandrel ; then after 
removing the mandrel the wire is pulled out 
~1gain, until some slightly waving form only 
is lt>ft. 

Cork~t·1"f'W Stem.-Fig. 7 is intended to 
m~1k~ i ts way into the scarf corkscrew 
fashion. I have for the last few months 
looked in vain for an older pattern of this in 
Khop windows, If a nyone should have to 
make one "·ith several turns, the easiest 
·way I know is to take a large carpenter's 
:~crew, and coil the wire in between the 
threads ; this will give regularity of spiral, 
nnd do a,\vay with nearly all the plier work 
- which is, as we know, the thing to be 
avoided in all wire-work. Fig. 7 has lately 
been introduced by Messrs. Perks & Sons, 
of Birmingham, and it undoubtedly deserves 
.a fair trial. 

Scl"<'t£1 anrl otlU'l· Soc/,:ets jo1· the Pin-stem. 
- So much, then, for pin-stems; now for the 
menns of attaching the stem to the orna
ment. It seems that there are three courses 
·open to us. Have I not met that phrase 
before~ The first and simplest is by solder
i ng it direct on to the pin-head, as the French 
do, f, •r the g reater part ; secondly, by making 
1 fc!uale or socket mount on the pin-head, 
:1.11::! in this to screw the stem; thirdly, in
:s~cad of screwing the stem in, we can pewter
:>older it into t.be socket. 

Are there any rul es or principles to bear 
in m111d with regarcl. to the way any or all of 
t ltex<.: nre to be attached~ Yes ; for in the 
first place we have to show the ornament, 
whatever it is, to the best advantage. To 
clo that, it should look well out to the front, 
and jttst a little upwa rds. It should remain 
s teady in that-the best-position, neither 
~caning first to one side, then to the other, 
a!> the pins made from the convertible pins 
and studs do t <)O frequently. 

'11wo th ing.;; are to be obtained, then : first, 
to show the omn.ment ; secondly, to keep it 
.~teady. Tltc way they are managed is shown 
in l•' ig. ~.A, where the front of the pin-head 
makns a good average angle with the stem; 
::ncl for the second, you will notice that the 
:-;pncc hct\\"e•:n them is about sufficient to let 
thr} xr·a.rf p n.:'::.; easily, and no more. 

'l'lte l:if!;trf m?!.~t be allowed to travel un
i~llpcctr:d as nen:r to the top as possible-just 
lt kt' l•tg. ~. A, m fact. It should never be 
stO J~p ec l hy eitl_lCr a peg like Fig. 9, A; or by 
ha.n ng t.he '· ~tt rrnp ''as low down as Fif[. 9, 
~;, nor should the pin-head be tilted lik~ 
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Fig. 9, c. These three were sketched from 
pins I have had through my hands within a 
month of writing this, so it is evident that 
some people don't know or don't think about 
this. 

'l'he space left between stem and pin-bead 
should in all cases be as shown in the side 
view of Fig. 8,A; perhaps it will be clearer if 
F ig. 8, A, and Fig. 9, c, are contrasted. Does 
it need any words to point out that Fig. 8, 
A, is right and Fig. 9, c, is wrong~ 

O ur model for position and space between 
the bead and stem is F ig. 8, A; something 
allied to that we are to obtain, be it plain 
soldered stem, forked stem, or socket (stir
run) and stem that we are using. If that is 
un.derstood, we can get on towards a finish, 
for a mere row of sketches of different 
arrangement will give all the information 
req uirecl, and but little description will be 
called for. 

• 

Fig. 8, A to H, are a few of the different 
ways that the stem is attached to the work ; 
they are various and general forms of (stir
rup) sockets, which are employed when t he 
stem is to be either screwed or pewtered in. 

The centre of all of these can be made 
either from chenier or from a grain of ~Ofct 
run up on a piece of charcoal, in whicn a 
small round depression has been made with 
a doming-punch, or eise from a coil of 
small rings soldered together. 

There are yet two ways not spoken of. 
They are illustrated in Fig. 5 and Fig. 10. 
The first is where the stem is l)oldered 
straight into the ornament , which wilt be 
either globular or egg shape in form, such o.s 
a pearl · or a lapis, gold or coral bead. The 
other (Fig. 10) 1s wlien the ornament (a coin 
or pearl pendant, may be) is to swing, then 
this form of stem is used; it is sometimes 
called the " shepherd's crook." 

A dditional Means of securing the Orna
ment.-Fig. 5 has already shown one direc
tion in which attempts have been made to 
obtain more security for scarf pins ; another 
class of additions for the same purpose is 
indicated by Fio-. 11, A, B, B '. These consist 
of a spike 01· spikes! which are to be so placed 
that they will catcll in the tie and prevent 
the pin riding up. 

Fig. 11, A, shows the spike soldered to the 
stem. Now, as this cannot be screwed in the 
socket, it must be pewtered in to make the 
part that fits the socket, and the socket itself 
either square or oval ; this is, of cout·se, to 
prevent the stem turning. The pewter solder 
might hold it all right, but it 1s not worth 
while to t rust to it more than is absolutely 
necessary. 

F io-. 11. B, is a double spike arrangement, 
which you see is part of the "stirrup," con
seguently part of the head of the pin. To use 
th1s one will mean that great care must be 
exercised in getting the points hammered 
hard after the work is coloured-the very 
last thing, that is. The points themselves 
should be polished bright. 

Another way of obtaining extra security 
is to form the end of the stem into a screw, 
and make a nut to fit on it. Any shape nut 
will do, providing that it is large enough for 
the wearer to handle conveniently; but one 
of butterfly shape (F ig. 12, A, B, c, D) ·will lay 
flat, and would he more comfortable to wear 
than one like Fig. 12, E or F. This screw 
and nut arrangement is the best for safety, 
and is consequently the one generally em
ployed, in spite of the way which the screw. 
catches the silk. 

The stem, -r:hen used with these, requires 
fixinCY firmly, for it has to resist t.he nut's 
with~mwal. Several times have I had the 
pin giveu np to me as fin.isbed, ready to send 

• 
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to the customer, and on trying the nut I 
have bad the pin--head come off instead. 
This sort of thin~ does not improve one's 
temper much, ne1ther does it do much to 
heighten one's opinion of the workman. 

The more I see of life, the stronger grows 
the feeling that. to succeed, all that is neces
sary is a litt le common sense, conscientious
ness, and industry. Ability to make articles 
well goes for little or nothing when such . 
little discrepancies as the one above referred 
to are continually cropping up-and they 
do crop up almost daily. In a former para
graph, the way to keep a stem steady when 
pewtered is spoken of. 

The last dodge for preventing loss that 
comes to mind is that of a perforated stem, 
like Fig. 12, G, where a common pin is in
tended to be pushed through the scarf and 
the stem. Many other ingenious ways have 
been brought out from time to time, but as 
they have not got into very general use, it 
does not appear worth while to describe t hem. 

Combined Pin and Stud.-Perbaps this 
is the place to say a word about the orna· 
ments now made to do duty as both pin and 
stud. Perhaps it is; but as nearly the whole 
of them make a good stud and a bad pin, it 
occurred to me that this matter more pro· 
perly belonged to the paper yet to he written : 
on Studs. 

However, as it may be a long time before 
that gets printed, I have decided to allude 
to the matter here. It is a matter of every
day experience for me to have these studs 
and pins through my hands, and it is almost 
a universal custom, I find, to put the screw 
right in the centre. Now, for a stud that 
may be all right, but for a scarf pin it is not 
right ; it cannot set properly in the scarf, as 
you can see by taking a walk where the 
wearers of sucli things most do congre~te. 
Apart from that, you and I know that 1~ is 
necessary, five tillles out of six, that we 
should be able to keep one direction of the 
stone-up and down, as it is called-either 
on account of such shapes as oblongs, drop 
shapes, or ovals, or to retain the proper 
position to show off the play of light in a 
eat's eye or moonstone. 

To attain this fixed position of the orna
ment, as well as to get it to fit better on the 
scarf, I carry out this notion whenever the 
size of the ornament aUows me to do so. It 
is simply to put the screw above the centre ; 
this tends to keep the pin steady, and when 
used as a stud no inconvenience is found if 
the pillar of the stud be made oval : the 
screw, of course, fitting in one end (not the 
centre) of the oval pillar. F ig. 13, A, wi!l 
show all the details of this, while the ordi
nary method is shown in Fig. 13, B. Another 
way is shown in Fig. 13, c. H ere the screws 
are much larger in diameter ; and as but two 
or three turns can only be used, it is w~ll, 
where possible, to add a small screwd s, whtcb 
will pass through both mounts, an so pre
vent the small amount of unscrewing wliich . 
might result in the entire loss· of the jewel. 

A pa~r on Scarf Slides will follow this 
shortly. 

' A. WARMING PA.N. 
BY J . L. D. 

A MOST desirable bed companion in cold 
weather is a jar or bottle of hot water ...... 
tucked away somewhere in the region of ." 
the feet. A jar boweve~, P?Ss~ss~s sorp.e 
disadvantages. its capacity IS limited_, 1ts 
shape is not often all ,that could be destr~d, 
and .its cork sometimes does not perform 1ts 
duty with becomi"ng proprietY:· ; 

• 
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To remedy these defects, I wa.s asked to should be closed by reeving a piece of twine 

d esign and make a tin receptacle for !lot through the end meshes and fastening it 
water, which would not alone keep the feet I with a reef knot. It is well to make the net 
<:omfortable, but act as ·a warming pan by I deep enough, as otherwise the fish are apt 
being placed in the middle of the bed half to jump out of it as it is raised out of the 
an hour before its owner. I decided that in water. 

MODE OF LENG'l'IIE:XISH A REVOIJVER 
SIGHT FOR LONG- DISTANCE 
SHOOTING. 

BY JOHN CIIARLES KING. 

sbape it should be oval, and its length one A better mode of making the net is as 
foot. For its construction I procured a sheet follows :-Net in the usual way a square 
Qf best tin, 12~ in. by 17 1n., and bent it piece of netting, sufficient to cover the ring 
Qver a broom ba.ndle into an appioximately to which it has to be attached: then fasten 
elliptical shape. The ends I jomed together 6 

THE revolver for military use is effective for 
aim only at close quarter~. 'fhere are times 
when a dismounted cavalry-man who is 
without a carbine w·ould be glad to use his 
revolver for a hundred yards mark, but with 
sights so close it is almost guess-work to 
attempt an aim at that di~tance. 

with the familiar folded joint such as is seen 
in almost any tin-plate vessel. I also ran a. 
little solder along the joint. I found, on 
measuring, that the ellipse \Vas 6 in. by 3i in. 
I ought to mention that the sheet of tin was 
bent so that its greater length was round, 
the body of the warming pan being thus a. 
little over 12 in. long. By means of two pins 
and a bit of twine I drew an ellipse, 6} in. by 
4 in., on a piece of cardboard. This I cut out 
with the scissors, and used as a pattern. I 
t!hen l>rocured a piece of sheet copper, 6! in. 
by 8 m., and as thick as· a threepenny bit, 
a.nd from it cut two ellipses like the pattern. 
[ then scribed lines tin. from the edges, and 
tlanged the t in. at right angles to the body, 
1ike the t op of a coffee canister. The fl.angeing 
I did over a piece of round iron, 1! in. thick, 
:and cut square at the end. When first I 
turned it over with the hammer, there were 
a number of puckers; but I tapped away at 
them, and wlien I thought the copper was 
getting hard, I annealed it by beating it to 
redness in the fi re, and letting it cool again. 
I then tapped away again, and soon had 
the fl.anae perfect. It also fitted the end 
d the tody fairly, requirin~ only a little 
touch here and there to bring 1t into contact. 

I then soldered the body and bottom firmly 
Jtogether, using only resin as a flux for the 
:solder. I may here caution my readers 
:aaainst using spirits as a flux- at least, 
where tin is concerned. I have frequently 
:Seen the tin eaten through in holes fmm the 
:action of the spirit. Before the other end, 
which we will call the top, is put in place, it 
would be well to furnish it with a screw-plug 
;and handle. For the former I used a coupling, 
such as is used in a t in. brass cock, and for 
the latter a piece of wire, ~ in. thick, bent so 
.as to fit four fingers comfortably, and fastened 
rto the to'(> with a strip of copper soldered all 
<r~mnd. The top may now be put on the 
body and carefully soldered all round. 
A kettle of boiling water run in through 
the plug-hole will soon sho'v whether there 
is a spot which requires further attention. 

ABOUT LANDING NETS. 
~y LANCELOT L. HASLOPE. 

'THE easiest way to make a landing net is 
to net a. sufficient number of loops on to 
a foundation as already described in WoRK, 
.and then to join them together into a circle 
by taking up the first loop that was made. 
Ii each succeeding loop .is now taken up, a 
tubular-shaped net will be formed. When it 
is considered to be long enough, one end 

• 

B 

Landing Net. 

a piece of twine to the centre mesh, and 
attach this to the handle of a door or other 
suitable place. Now net round the square 
piece you have made, and a circular net 
will be formed, having a flat or nearly flat 
bottom, which will hold the fish more 
securely than one t apering to a point. In 
rounding the corners, the needle should be 
passed twice through the corner meshes, 
as this improves the shape of the net when 
:fini~hed. It is a good plan to net the last 
row of meshes-that is, those by which the 
net is secured to the ring-with double twine 
or twine of a coarser kind, as these meshes 
are apt to wear out long before the rest of 
the net. When the net is finished, it is 
laced to .a ring of some kind with ordinary 
twine or fine copper wire. 

Rings are made in a great variety of 
shapes. Stout iron 'or brass wire bent into 
form, with the ends turned outwards for 
two or three inches, so as to form a tang 
to go into the handle, answers very well, 
though it will be rather 'cumbersome to 
carry about. A great variety of collapsing 
rings may be purchased at the tackle shops. 
These usually screw into a handle, and thus 

His sword in this emergency might serve 
him well, if it were arranged for the purpose, 
and the revolver had staples to htke the 
point of the sword to hold it up, the soldier 
using the sword-hilt as a butt to put to hi,; 
shoulder, and a detached hilt-piece for 
sight and trigger, as shown by the annexed 
illustration. The revolver to have two flat 
staples on near side of butt, as shown, the 
rear staple to have a tightening nut screw 
to secure the s'vord to the revoh·er. The 
staples are lined with ebonite, to prevent 
abrasion of blade, sides, or edges. 

.Description of Swo1·d.-A sliding peep
sight forms a part of the hilt, qut detach
aole by sliding forward to a fixed limit, 
there to be secured by a sprin,"' stud, 
which engages into a recess in t'he side. 
of the blade. This peep-sight ha~, at it:-; 
lower edge of slide, a projecting piece termi
nating in a jointed trigger ; at the point of 
t his trigger is a small hole to take a bit of 
woven wire or whip-cord of suitable length 
to reach the revolver trigger, so that tl~e 
movement of the sword trigger acts on the 
revolver trigger for firing. The additions 
proposed would not affect the ordinary 
service of sword or revolver. 

SHORT LESSONS IY WINDOW )lAKING. 
BY G. LE BRUN. 

THE CoNSTRUCTIO~ OF CmcuLA.R-ToPPED 
SASHES. 

CIRCULAR and Gothic-topped sashes are two 
of the most difficult forms of windows that 
fall to the lot of the average house carpentet· 
to construct; and as their use is coufined to 
the more ornamental styles of architecture, 
they are not of common occurrence in the 
ordinary workshop : in fact, a man might 
work at the trade for years, and yet never 

• 

• Revolver Sword Butt Arrangement and Back Sight Attachment. 

take up but little room. The handle, when· I see a window with a circular top made ; 
.made of bamboo, forms a convenient recep- I therefore, a few general hints on such sashes 
t~cle for an extra top or two. On the whole, . may prove of use to the young workman, 
the best form of landing net with which I I and enable him to better tackle any job of 
am acquainted is the one I have given an i t he kind that may happen to come in his 
illustration of. The wood must be sawn way. 
down the centre for about hve:nty inches, The general construction of the sides and 
and a ring er lasting passed round the end r lower part of these windows, whether "hung" 
of the cut to prevent splitting. A short or " deadlight," is almm,t identical with the 
cross-bar is then inserted, as shown at A, forms of windows alt·ead): described; but the 
and the ends secured by twine, as at B. 

1 top, part is very much different in its putting 
The net is then laced on in the usual way. together,. and will tax the technical ability 

' 
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. 
one mould may do for them all. Make a 
mould for a segment of the case top 
(Fig. 9 A) and another for .the sash top. 
Keep these mouldsJ say, 1 ~ in. longer than 
the exact size of the segment, as you will 
require a little extra length to allow for 
working. To get out your stuff, select ~ 
good piece of wood, of the requisite breadth 
and thickness. For the sash it will be 2;. in .. 
thick, while the case will require 6} in. 
These can, by dint of much labour and an 
extraordinary amount of perseverance, be 
cut out by hand ; but if at all within reach, 
take them to a saw-mill, and have them cut 
by a band-saw. Of course, in marking them 
off you will keep them full to the mould, so 
as to allow a littl~ fnr loss in working. 

Having the stutf cut, work it carefully to 
mould ; lay it on the drawing-board, and 
mark it accurately for cutting ; fit the joints 
together by means of a plane ; try the 
segments together pn the board while you 
are jointing them, so that you may keep 
accurately to the circle. When you have 
both the case and sash stuff jo~nted, it will 
be ready for putting together, which is done 
in the case top by grooving the ends of each 
segment and inserting a slip of hard wood, 
and by screwing pieces of wood of the same 
width as the case top, and curved to fit, on 
the outside. This method of jointing is 
shown in Fig. 10, and both slips and clamps 
should have a coat of warm glue. The same 
method is used to fix the ends of the circle 
to the pulley stiles of the case. 

The sash top is p,ut together by means of 
what are termed ' keys" of hard wood (bolts 
and nuts are sometimes used). Their shape 
is shown in Fig. 11 ; the ends of the segments 
are mortised to receive them (Fig. 11 A), 
and they should he about t in. less than the 
width of the sash stuff. Keys and mortises 
must be well smeared with t hick white lead, 
and secured by driving in wedges, as at A, A,: 
in Fig. 12. The lower parts of both case and 
sashes can no\v be put together, the tops 
attached, and the whole finished off. The 
sash-bar should be built up of two thick
nesses of wood cut to· circle, ;ts in Fig. 13, 
the different pieces overlapping each other, 
and .thus giving greater ·strength. The 
finished sizes must be taken from the board, 
and the mortises made for the reception of 
the straight bars, after which the moulding 
can: be worked. 

The case and sashes being ready for fitting, 
that operation is the same as described for 
hung sashes, but a little more care is 
necessary to fit the top sash correctly. If 
the window is a deadlight, little fittin~ . into 
its place will be required_._that is, 1£. the 
siz~s have been pro~erly ta~en. Sometimes, 
as m the case of a hmged wmdow, tlie sashes 
are made to open in two r>_arts. Then the 
c~nstruction must be as i!l Fig. 14, where it 
~11 be seen the curved ~Ieee of the framing 
1s secured to the long stile by the ordinary 
mortise and tenon, and the short stile by 
means of a key. 

Fig. 15 shows the top of a Gothic window 
w~ich is halved at the apex, and secured by 
bemg well screwed together-from both sides 
k~ys being used to attach the .top part to th~ : 
stiles. In a fiat-headed Goth1c wmdow this 
arrangement would be reversed, a key being 
used for tne apex, and the stiles halved for 
the bottom. 

. . 

MANDOLIJ'(E MATTERS . 

. . 
accuracy in these particulars you cannot 
expect to make a well-fitted window. 

· ' Another kind ·of Circle window, and one a 
trifle easier to make, is that with a square 
top, hut with a curve ,outwards-such as 
might be used at the corn~r of a house or in 
a tu»ret. In this case we lay down on the 
draw.ing-board the curve of the window-sill 
(Fig. 16), from wl;l.ich . drawing we get the 
curves and sizes of the case, sole, and lintel, 
and the sash-rails. Moulds will be required 

· as follows :- One for the case sill, which also 
serves for the case lintel ; one for the rails 
and bars of the lower sash ; and one for 
those of the upper. The case and sashes 
are put together exactly as in the square 
form, the sash stuff being mortised and 
tenoned ·as usual, the bevels of the tenons 
being got from the board: Fi~. 17 shows a 
rail with its tenqn:s cut. Tne one great 
drawback to this form of window is the 
difficulty of procfiring glass for · it, as · the 
panes must be bent to fit the curves, and 
are comparatively expensive and difficult 
to procure, especially in country towns, 
where much delay in replacing a broken 
pane would be found; in fact, I have 
oftener than once been compelled to wait 
for over three weeks for a piece of curved 
glass to replace a broken pane, to say 
nothing of the trouble and annoyance 
caused to the inmates of · the house. Still, 
these curved windows have their uses, and 
must be made when occasion requires. 

In all the forms of · windows described in 
this paper the sash beads, parting beads, 
etc., for the curves must be worked out of 
the solid, the curves for them being got 
from the·drawing-board; · 

It sometimes happens that two or more 
windows. have only a thin stone mullion 
between them, and very often houses are 
built with three windows in a group-a · 
large one, with a smaller on each side. 
When this takes place, the windows, if 
hung or hinged1 generally have their cases · 
made as one. The sill of a hung_ window 

. of this sort is shQwn at Fig. 18, ·with the 
cuts for the pulley stiles (the case lintel is 

· cut in· the same way), and should clearly 
. explain the construction, which otherwise 
is the same in all d·etails as an ordinary case. 

If plate glass is to be put in sashes, the 
glass rebl}.te should be at least fs in. deep, 
ariq this remark will apply to all the forms 
described in these papers. Where there are 
sash-bars., they must be kept heavier than 
those in a window that is glazed with sheet 
glass, and usually are about ~ in. or l in. 
thick. When the moulding and rebate have 
been run, they show a section like Fig. 19. 

To. fully enter into all the details and 
intricacies of circular and kindred sashes 
would nll many complete numbers of WoRK, 
and is far beyond the sr.<>pe of a necessarily 
short pap.er like this ; but the intelligent 
workman, having his wits about him, may 
~ther from these few hints some idea of 
' how the tb.ing is done." 

. . . 
MAN D OLINE MATTERS . 

• I . 
BY MADRILENA. I • • • 

In the co~struction of all the foregoing 
styles of wwdow the greatest acctuacy 
must be observed in laying down the 
drawing on the board, so as to get accurate ' 
sizes 1 and also in making the ID~~>ulds 
marktqg off the lengths of t he segmetits' 
and making the joints. For without 

THERE ·are. probably' other ·readers of WORK. 
besides the writer· who intend to follow the 
admirabiEdnstructions given by "J. G. W." 
on p. 229, V pl. II., as to how to make · a 
l\::Jan4olit\Ei! ther~for'e.)he present at:t.icle i~ 
Jll~,el~ tp 4£~ of serv1c'e. Although 1t may, 
as a rule, oe true th~t .whatever is now made 
is .sq.peJ\ior. to what· was constructed cen
turies ago, it is by no means so certain that 

• 

I 777 
this applies to "shell" instruments-of 

·which large family the mandoline is a 
member. In fact, tbe most cursory glance 
at a number of ancient models will convince 
the reader that the latter embody elegances 
which are wanting in modern examples, and 
which appear to have lapsed into desuetude 
for no sufficient reason. As an example, 
take the modern neck, which has the sec
tion shown in Fig. I. Contrast with this 
the ancient form, of which Fig. 2 shows a 
section. 'l'he groove running the entire 
length of the latter rnust be a great con
venience, aud must necessarily facilitate 
good stopping or finf£_~ring. In this groove 
the thumb travels. liere, then, is tip num
ber one for such as are contemplatmg the 
construction of a mandoline. The form of 
back shown in Fig. 3, and which was copied 
from a Chiterna of the seventeenth century 
(Italian), is also one which might be revived to 

Fig: 1. 

Fig. 6. 

Fig. 3. rlg. 5. 

Fig. l .-Sect.ion of Modern Neck. Fig. 2.- Section 
of Sixteenth and Seventeenth Century Neck. 
Fig. 3.-Side Elevation, showing Shaping of 
Back and Head. Fig. 4. - Front Elevation, 
showing English Cithern Model with closed 
Rosette. Fig. 5. -Rough Sketch of Ancient 
Solid Head. Fig. 6.-Section of Solid Head, 
showing method of fixing Pegs. 

advantage, especially as it involves no d-iffi
culties in the making, while the model for 
the belly m~y well be ~opi~d from ~mr old 
English " Ctthern," as m Fxg. 4. This figure 
also shows the "rosette," or sound-hole, 
pie1·cf.d instead of c':lt out. In ~ome of the 
old instruments wluch the wnter has re
cently inspected these saw-pierced rosettes 
are marvels of beauty, whether perforated 
through the belly direct or inserted in thin 
brass or gilded wood. Such ornaments have 
only fallen into disuse since makers have 
ceased to consider themselves artists, and, 
as tradesmen, have wanted to display a label. 
The graceful finish to the head in Fig. 3 is 
.also easy of accomplishment, and offers 
great scope for ornament in the way of 
carving, etc. The machine there shown is, 
of course, a modern innovation. For such 
intending makers as are not skilful workers, 
or who do not care to ·go to much trouble, 
'the old solid head, with the pegs on the 
front, will also prove a welcome "tip." 
This is shown in l!"'ig. 5, where, however, 
only one of the two rows of pegs is given. 

I 
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J t:; con!'itruction will be seen from the sec· 
tinn, Fig. 6. Another ''wrinkle" is to 
wake the finger-board slightly rounded on 
the face, the frets, of course, following the 
same contour as do the nut and the 
bridge. This is the rule with Portuguese 
instruments, and is a help in fingering. ... :. 

SHORT LESSO:XS IN WOOD-WORKL."G 
FOR AllU.TEURS. 

B Y B. A. B A X T E R. 

HARD WooD. 
I~ the foregoing chapters it has been 
assumed that the amateur has dealt with 
wood presenting no special difficulties. 
The mastery of the simplest tools, and 
understanding how to mark out in a 
proper manner the various joints already 
treated, have, we may be sure, offered ~uffi.. 
cient difficulty to the persevering student. 
But when wood of special beauty of ap· 
pea.rance, rather bard, or still worse for the 
beginner, of various degrees of hardness, i::; 
~sed, the trial of the amateur's patience 
ts severe. 

Oak, mahogany, walnut, sycampre, and 
ebony, all more or less used by amateurs, 
have this in common; they all require well· 
kept planes, with the irons not ground too 
·thin or sharpened too rounding, and set in 
the planes so that only thin shavings are to 
be removed. Care must be taken to plane 
the right way of the grain, although it is 
sometimes very puzzling to decide which is 
the most favourable direction to plane. As 
to the saws-better abandon the rip-saw, 
and in its place use the hand-saw, and for 
cross-cutting the panel-saw. It will be 
found that hard woods have a very different 
&ppearance, according to the relation of the 
plane of the surface to the diameter of 
the tree. Thus, when, as in the centre 
boards, the surface nearly coincides with 
the diameter, not only are the boards of 
greater value because of their greater width, 
but also because they contain, in the fullest 
extent, the beauty and character of each 
variety of wood. 

Therefore, to obtain the best effect from 
the harder woods, it is needful to make the 
cut across the centre of the tree. The sur· 
face of the board is then parallel, or nearly 
parallel, with those radial lines which run 
from the centre to the outer surface of mm~t 
of the hard woods. If the end grain of a 
piece of oak, beech, or sycamore is examined, 
my meaning will become clear. In cases 
where a pair or a set of panels are to be 
made, and the grain of the wood is not 
obscured by paint, it is best to have all the 
panels alike in appearance ; or, if that is 
jmpossible, arran?e them so that the eye is 
not offended by tne beautiful appearance of 
one panel and the poverty of grain exhibited 
hy the next. Oak, in the form of staves (6 in. 
wide, 3 in. thick), always has the grain in a 
favourable way for panels. In every case 
obtain boards long enough for all the panels 
required, or by two consecutive boards. 

A tool is needed to clean off the harder 
woods which I have not mentioned. It is 
at once the simplest tool and the most 
difficult to use-merely a piece of sheet-steel 
?r a piece of saw-blade-but the sharpening 
1s the rub. Try to do it thus: With a little 
water grind the edge on the paving-stone, 
hold_ing the scraper upright and aiming at 
gettmg a square edge. With a hard steel tool, 
as a strong bradawl or a gouge having a 
polished surface, you burnish the edge as if 
you tried to bring the metal from the edge 

of the scraper towards the angle formed by 
the edge and the fiat surface. Do this to 
each edge of the tool, and when well done, 
you have four sharp edges, which will re· 
move.a portion of the surface of the wood 
in a state between dust and shaving, not 
tearing pieces out of the work as sometimes 
a plane will do. This tool is a most valuable 
one, if good, but if too hard, it cannot be 
sharpened; and if too soft, it will not retain 
its edge. 

OUR GUIDE TO GOOD THINGS. 

• • • Patent-m, manu[act-urr.s, and dmltr& gemrally ar4! re
quested to send 1:rrospectuses, bills, etc., of their speciali
ties ill~ tools, nuu:hinery, and workslwp appliances to the 
Editor of WORK for Mtice .fu "O-ur Guide to Good 
Things." It is desirablt that ~ci171.e'M slwuU. be aent 
for exam.inatim and testing in aU cases when this can ~ 
done witho-ut inconvenieme. Specimem thus received 
will be returned at the mrliest opport-unity. It must ~ 
un<krstood that everything which is noticed, is Mticed 
011 its 1nerils only, and that, IUl it is in the 'P(lWer of any
one 1uho has a -usefiu articlt for salt to obtain 1Mnti011 
of it in this department of WORK 'Without charge, the 
notices given partake in no way qf the nature of adver. 
tis~nt.~. 

113.-SET OF CASTINGS OF THB QuARTER 
HORSE·POWER STEAM E NGINE. 

IT will be within the remembrance of eve~: 
reader of this, the third volume of WoRK, 
whether they take interest in the subject or not, 
that a series of papers has appeared on " The 
Construction of a Quarter Horse-power Steam 
Engine," comprehensively worked out and care. 
fully written by "F. A. M.," whose initials are 
well h."D.own as being those of a contributor to 
most, if not all, of the mechanical and engineering 
serials of the day. 

existence, and may be easily obtained by anyone' 
who may wish to have them. Further, a com. 
plate set has been sent to me for examination, 

· and I am happy to be able to testify to their 
excellence. Forty-four castings a:qd forgings 
are required for the engine alone, and these may 
be purchased for £1 9s. 6d.-no very great sum 
when their number is taken into account, and 
the value and· power of the machine that they 
unite to form. Beyond these, twelve more cast
ings are required for the feed-pump, costing 5s., 
and ten more for the governor, costing 3s. The 
necessary lubricators, stop-valve, etc., can also be 
obtained, and all the screws and nuts. 

Everyone, I think, who purchases the castings 
should order the cylinder bored, and the fly-wheel 
bored and turned. This work will be carried 
out by the maker of the castings and forgings 
for 15s. 6d. It is machine work not usually done 
by the fitter, who will have plenty of work to do, 
which if he accomplishes successfully, may think 
himself fairly entitled to say that he" made the 
engine." 

The reason that there are such a large number 
of parts is because everything has been done that 
can be done by the pattern-maker and moulder 
to help the amateur workman ; for every little 
brass nut a pattern has been made, and some of the 
castings are very small. Amongst such a multi
plicity of small etceteras, it is very easy to make 
a mistake, and I was very anxious that a con. 
scientious person should be persuaded what may 
even now prove to be an unpro~~blc task-1 mean 
to the man who makes and sells the castings, and 
not to any individulil buyer, who, at any rate, 
gets excellent value for his money, and who, ii he 
be possessed of skill and patience enough to put 
the parts together in a. workmanlike manner, can
not· fail to find himself on the right side of the 
hedge. 

Mr . . Henry Milnes, of Bradford, whose ad
vertisement appears in our'' Sale and Exchange 
Column," is the man who has laid hold of it, 
and he is determined to do the thing properly, 
whether it pays or not. Anyone who wishes for 
a set of castin~ to work up during the fag end 
of this ungemal and trying winter, from which 
those who are left of us will soon emerge, and 
the coming spring, may send him their money in 
perfect confidence that they will not be dis
appointed. 

I have had the pleasure of a personal ac
quaintance with "F. A. M." for many years, . 
and I can speak of him from the experience 
of these years as an able, practical workman and 
conscientious writer, who never attempts to 
handle any subject that he does not thoroughly 
understand, and who endeavours to the utmost to 
place any subject that he does take up before the 
reader in such a way that few can fail to under
stand all that he says and describes, and who 
never shrinks from any personal trouble to arrive 
practically. and experimentally at such knowledge 
as may be needful to enable him to do full justice, 114.-CA..LVERT's "MECHANICs' .ALMANACK." 
first to the matter under consideration ; secondly, All workmen, whether amateur or professional, 
to his readers; and lastly, to himself. · will find Calvert's "Mechanics' Almanack and 

Such is" F. A. M.," who has described in these Workshop Companion," published by Mr. John 
pages the making of a Quarter Horse-power Heywood, of London and Manchester, a useful 
Engine from commencement to finish, and I am· addition to the practical vatie mecums with which 
glad to take advantage of this opportunity to they provide themselves year by year. Of the 
bear testimony to his skill and conceptive power usual almanack matter that is found in this, in 
as a practical workman and to his worth as a common with other year-books of this class, I 
writer. need say nothing: it is, indeed, in the incidental 

Doubtless it will have occurred to many that brief papers, tables, and special information on 
the utility of the papers to which reference has matters of interest to workmen of all trades and 
just been made was somewhat marrea by the callings involving ~anual labour that its main 
fact that, in making the steam-engine described, value consists. It contains a. useful Wages 
it would be necessary for the workman to make Table, for example, for a week of fifty-.three 
patterns first of all, and secondly, to get castings hours; a short article on "The Art of Doing our 
of the patterns before he could enter on the work Best," which most of us may read and act on 
of fitting and putting the parts together to make with profit ; hints on "Human Life and Brain 
the steam-engine itself. It appeared most neces. Wear" showing what may best be done to pro
sary, both to " F. A. M:." and myself, that every long the one and lessen the other; some desirable 
would-be engine maker should be able to avail papers on "The Cost of Maintaining Patents" 
himself of a set of castings of all the parts ready and " Patent Agents ; " and a " Table of the 
to hand, and with this view the needful pat- Size, Weight, Length, and Stre~gth_ of Ir~n 
terns were made under the personal superintend- Wire," showing for each number 1ts d1ameter m 
ence of "J. H.," another ·valued contributor to inches and millimetres, its weight per 100 yds. 
WORK. and statute mile, the length of a bundle of 63 lbs. 

I mention these facts because I think it desirable aud of 1 cwt., the area of section in decimal frac
that every reader of W o&x. should Jmow some- tions of a ·square inch, and the direct strain f?r 
thing of what I may call the secret history of wire annealed and bright. Woodworkers will 
these matters, and that they may ·gather, from a find the notes and remarks on the timbers chiefiy 
knowledge of that which has been done in this used in carpentry in the United States bo~h 
case, that all who are concerned in the prepara. interesting and useful, and the same may be sa~d 
tion and production of 'VoRK do all that lies in of the brief paragraph on the "Strength of .F1r -. 
their power to benefit its readers, and are taking and Oak." In point of fact, it may be fa1r~y 
thought for them even while it may seem to said that it contains something for eve;ybody, 
those who are not behind the scenes that they and that no one who takes it up can )?Ut 1t dowx:. 
are careless and indifferent to the appeals and again without :finding some paper or paragraph 
expressions of those who seek their aid. calculated to instruct and interest the reader. 

vV ell, the castings of this engine are now in l THE EDITOR. 
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SHOP: 
• 

.A. CORNER J'OR THOSE WHO W &'1fT TO T AI.K IT. 

• . • In consequence of the great pressure upon the 
... Shop" columns of \VoRK, contributors are 
req1(ested to be b1iet and concise in all future 
q ltestions and replies. 

ln am-wering a.ny of the "Qmstwns submitted to Corre
~pond•nts," OT inre[erringtoanytking that ka.s appeared 
in "Shop," writers are re'}'Ueste4 to refer to the number 
and page of number of WoRK in which the :rub.iect under 
Cll1tSid€raf.iol~ appeared, and to give the heclding of the 
paragraph to which reference is made, a.nd the initi«ls 
o:nd )>lace of residence, or the nom-de-plume, of the writer 
0-y whom the questio1~ ka.s been askd OT to whom a reply 
ka.s been a'frea.dy given. 

I .-LETTERS FROM CORRESPONDENTS. 
H ow t o Frost Cardboard.- READER writes:

.. Hold clear glass in a gas tla.me until red-hot, then 
plunge suddenly into cold water, when it will 
powder itself. Go over the cardboard with a brush 
dipped in clear gum. Then sift the glass powder 
on 1t with a. fine hair sieve." 

L eath er Belting J oints,-E. A. P. (Tullow) 
writes:-" The following is a. good way to join 
round leather belting. Hound leather belts are 
universally used on lathes from 2! in. to 5 in. 
centres, and have many a.dvant.ages over a tla.t belt 
but for one drawback-viz., the impossibility of 
joining them securely. Hooks and eyes of a special 
make are generally employed, but often fty ott' and 
get lost, thereby causing much annoyance. The 
plan which I have adopted is similar to that by 
which sewing-machine belts are joined, and is very 
simple and secure; its only fault is its firmness, as 
iit is impossible to take it a~umder without opening 
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t.ea.ther Belt Joints-A, Staple, full size; B, Mode 
of joining; C, Join complet e. 

thejoin. It consists o! a. U-sha.ped piece of wire 
about! in. broad, the two upper ends. of which are 
sharpened with a file, and which can be easily 
made with pliers. 'l'wo holes are made in the 
belt, one in each end; one si~e of tqe wire sta._ple 
slipped through each, the projecting ends turned in 
and well clinched; then you have a good reliable 
join, which makes little or no jump over the pulley 
and costs practically nothing except alit.tle time and 
care. Be sure, however, there is no twist in the belt 
before joinin$'. as it would interfere n1aterially 
with its workm_!!'. The annexed sketches will ex· 
plain my descrtption more thorou.~hly. A is the 
staple; B shows mode of joining; c 1s the join com
plete." 

A Good Furnitu r e R evlver.-E . .A.. P. (Tullow) 
writes:-" Now that spring is coming round once 
again, all the gentle sex will be busy with the 
.annual 'spring cleaning,' and, of course, the good 
man of the house will be expected to provide some 
suitable mixture with which willing hands and 
arms will make the chairs and tables shine over 
and over again. 1'he following is an excellent 
recipe, all tbe materials of wllich can be very 
easily obtained, even in the most out-of-the-way 
()laces. Besides thoroughly cleansing the furniture, 
1t leaves a splendid polish, which has the further 
advantage of not being easily soiled by finger
marks. Spirits of wine, 1 pint; vinegar, ~ pint; 
boiled linseed oil, ~ pint; turps, ~ pint. Mix: the 
spirits and vinegar first, shaking well till of a. 
creamy colour; then add the other ingredients, 
and m1x all well together, keeping tightly corked. 
Apply with a. clean, dry cloth, rubbing well in, and 
pollsh off with a dry flannel. 'l'he cloths used must 
be perfectly dry, as the least moisture is fatal to a 
good polish." 

Gold L a ce.-G. E. B. (Lewisham, S.E.) writes:
"As I am daily engaged in preparing the material 
employed in the manufacture or gold lace, perhaps 
you will kindly allow me to add a few words to the 
closing pa.ra.gl'a.ph of the r eply to L. N. (Oldharn) by 
H. S. U. in 'Shop,' p. 667, Vol. Ill. H. S. G. says, • Gold 
lace (so-called) is, I believe, never of gold, but either 
ail ver or copper wire elcctro-gilt.' Some so-called 
gold !nee may be made of such material, but the 
real gold lace worn on officers' uniforms is not made 
of electro-gllt silver and copper wire. Lace wire is 
not rnado of solid gold, but. of silver coated with 
gold by the fire process. Dy repeated a.nneo.lings, 
the coat of gold becomes embedded In the surface of 
the silvet· wire. 'I'he durability of this gold coat is 
determined by its thickness, and this oy the price 
customers are willing to pay for the gold lace 
With the pt"ice of pure gold at 85s. per oz., only a 
thin coat of it can be expected on gold lace wire 
sold at Ss. per oz., and yet this is deemed a. fair price 
to pay for a. fairly good material. We are often 
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pressed by competition to quote even lower prices 
than this. Only a few days ago we were asked to 
supply a good gold. lace thread to sample at 2s. 6d . 
per oz., the pure gold in the sample itself assaying 
to the value of 2s. 3d. per oz. ! Whilst customers 
demand skilled labour at such a low price, they 
cannot reasonably expect manufacturers to sell 
gold at a. loss. If customerR are willing to pay a. 
fair price for gold lace, it can be made to wear well 
and will bear cleaning; but the low-priced lace 
forced into the market by foreign competition can
not be cleaned. The only way to restore it is to 
renew the lace.'' 

Hints for Fellow-Amateurs.-H. P. (Brac'/c. 
nell) writes :-"A great saving of time and trouble 
may be obtained by buying common articles instead 
of the raw material. A rolling-pin of beech maybe 
had for about 3d., and many articles turned out of 
it without all the roughing-down process, and as 
cheap as the amateur would buy the rough wood. 
Boxwood roller-skate wheels, at one penny each, 
will make a great variety_ of useful lathe a.dj uncts 
without much trouble. Napkin rings also can be 
made in a few minutes from them. Hard-wood 
draughtsmen, to be bought at 6d. a box, are useful. 
A halfpenny, or other bronze coin, makes a good 
metal washer when wanted in a hurry. A paraffin 
cask is a mine of wealth for dog kennels, wash-tubs 
with handles, chicken coops, cupboards, tubs to 
plant trees in, or as a stand for the greenho1:1Se, 
using the inside to fumigate plants in; the wood 
can be stra.i~htened, and will make nice oak boxes 
or fra.mes-1n fact, a. multitude of articles, according 
to the inventive genius of the worker. Amateurs 
generally have to pay heavily for materials, as they 
do not know where to get things at trade IJrice. 
The most valuable ftnd for me was Cotton & John
son's, in Gerra.rd Street, Soho, where I can get any 
little piece of metal (silver included) of any dimen
sions ; also any tool under the sun. Another handy 
place is .A.llen·s, in High Street, Bloomsbury, for 
castings in brass, gun· or bell-metal. I make my 
own patterns in wood, and get them cast there at 
trade price : he has a lot of useful castings in stock, 
which saves the trouble of making patterns. For 
those who have no overhead motion on their lathes 
I would suggest that they buy a. spindle, used by 
jewellers, with a hand wheel; this can be fastened 
to the slide-rest, and with a few ornamental and 
cranked drills a lot of useful work can be done. I 
hope other amateurs will give any little wrinkles 
they possess to their bretbren.'"-rYes, it is to be 
hoped other readers will give wrinkles now that you 
have set so good an example i but while on the sub
ject of "handy shops" yon snould have mentioned 
Mr. Caplatzi's veritable museum, which we have 
seen. at 3, Chenies Street, Tottenham Court Road, 
London, as advertised in WORK.-ED.] 

II.-QUEST~ONS ANSWERED BY EDITOR .AND STAFF. 
Photographic Expedients.-G. T. (Liverpool). 

-If G. '1'. will carefully read the article in question, 
he will find most of his questions already answered. 
The two pieces of tube are to allow the combina
tions to be changed. The one attached to the 
camera by the fiange is merely a receptacle for the 
other pieces containing the lenses. Each piece may 
conta.m two lenses of different foci. Only two 
lenses are used at a time, although more may be. 
In combining two, the focus will be found to be 
about half that of the shortest focus, and the stop is 
to be placed close to the lens in front; but all this 
was told in the a.rtjcle in question. Read it again. 
Ask for lenses whose combined !oci will be the 
length required. If you want 12 in., ask for two 
2! in., and so on.- D. 

Stereo MetaL-J. H. M. (Southborough).-If you 
will stir your melted metal with a red-hot bar of 
iron, the zinc will cling to it. Repeat the operation 
till the whole be removed, keeping the surface 
skimmed for dross during the operation. The metal 
containing zinc is of no use either for stereotype or 
electrotyping. Another plan is to tie up in a rag a 
piece of borax about the size of a. walnut and plunge 
It to the bottom of the melting-pot, thenJet it remain 
till the surface of the metal ceases to bubble. 1'he 
zinc will rise to the surface and can be skimmed ott'. 
-J.F. W. 

Wood-Carver's Composition.-J. W. (Kendal). 
-You can very well mix emery powder with oil, so 
that it makes a sort of paste, and when put on a. piece 
of thick leather, it can be used for the purpose you 
mention ; but it may be considered rather a rough. 
treatment, and fine tools can, at all events, never 
stand it. The best remedy I know of is the one 
used by J?rofessionals : simply to sharpen the tools 
by rubbmg them slightly over a. small oilstone, 
moistened with some good oil. It may sometimes 
be rather difficult to obtain these stones, because 
few shops keep them, but I know by experience 
that you can get them at the ironmonger's, 379, 
Oxford Street. I am sorry I have forgotten the 
mime of the firm. The price of them is from ls.
'1'. N. 

Electro-Glld ln g with Alloye d Gold.- E. L. 
(Wednesbu?-y).-Alloycd gold may be deposited 
from an alloyed solution of the double cyanide of 
gold and l)Otassium, but the process is not easily 
managed, and the deposit not always certain. The 
following process is t•ecommended by Elkington 
and Co., who supply anodes for the purpose from 
their London works-Myddelton Stt·eet, KC. :- Dis
solve Sdwts. of the alloy in each gallon of solution 
containing 4 oz. of commercially pure cyanide by 
the usual battery process. Work the solution at o. 
temperature of fl·om 160? to 170, Fa.hr., using the 
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·alloyed anodes. If the colour is too dark, reduce the 
density of the current. 'l'he anodes for 18-carat gold 
gilding arA advertised at £3 5s. per oz. In my ex
perience 'Yith ~his alloye~ gilding- I. fine). that the 
colour vanes w1th each shght va.nat10n m current 
density, which may be brought about by a different 
size of anode, or size or article being gilded., or size 
of slinging wire employed, or change in tempera
ture of the solution. I think, therefore, that it 
would be impracticable to obtain solid articles in 
this alloy by the electro process. Your question 
respecting the elect ro deposition of iron is similar to 
that of H. C. (Su1·bilon). I fear you would not get 
"a deposit of iron strong enough to stamp copper." 
The iron would be very brittle. If you have any 
useful no.velty in electrical appliances, proved by 
you, send1t alon~on approval to the l~ditot·. If it is 
worth anything It will appear in "Shop.''-G. E. B. 

Organ Bui~dtng:-G· (S?tdenham).-This subject 
is under considCI'U.t iOn for future numbers. Mean
while, many details have been explained in "Shop." 
Purchase the indexes to Vols. I . and II. of ·woRK 
price one penny each. ' 

B ook-Cove r Mono~:ram for Car vin g.-AMA· 
TEUR WOOD·CAR\TEH.-Should this design be of 
use to any of out· l'eaders who are not advanced 
enOU€;h t~ exe~ute it in carving. they could repro
duce 1t, e1ther m wood or metal, by the more simple 
method of piercing; then, to " relief" the scroll· 
work a little, the surface of the letters immediately 
around the ornament should be slightly sunk and 
boldly lined or .. threaded" wit-h a square graver. 
\V hen sinking and threading, nearly all the cutting 
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S. B. Monogram for Wood Carving. 

Rhould be sloped towards the ornament, the object 
of so doing being obvious. 'l'o flnish the ornau~ent, 
all that is needed will be a few broad, dec1ded 
graver cuts to indicate the sweep ~f the scrolls. 
With regard to the gravers techmcally termed 
''squares," two, including handles. can be pur
chased for about 6d., which should be prepared in 
the manner indicated above: No. 1 to be used for 
the sinking, or for even bevelling the edges of the 
letters, and No. 2 for the lining.-A. C. 

Lathe Appliance.-J. R. (B-zt;l'nbank).-Yours is 
a good and simple way of doi~g th~ wo!'k, and. no 
doubt was quite etfective. It IS a kmd ot sphenc11.l 
slide-rest, except that it can only do hollow cun·es. 
A spberical slide-rest is a. very ol<:I and \':'ell-kno'Yn 
appliance, and you hM·e not qmte atta.med to It; 
yet your contrivance is all you wanted for the work 
you had to do. To make your appliance available 
for balls as well as hollow curves, the worm-wheel 
must be down close to the main plate and secured 
by a loose collar on the pin underneath plate, the 
top of worm-wheel to htwe aT slot right across it to 
take the tool-holder. 'l'hen, with a larger and 
stronger worm-wheel, you could work round the 
outside of a ball.-Jf . A. M . 

Where t o get T infoil.-GAS-LIGHTER.-The best 
firm to supply you with ~infoil suitabl~ for repair_ing 
an electl'lC gas-lighter 1s one supplymg mat~rta.ls 
for the repair of electrical instru~11_ent~. 'l'here 
should be se\·ernl such iit·ms ad \·ert1smg m "\'VORK, 
but unfortunately, there are only a few known to 
me 'who care to supply i\mateurs with small q~anti
ties of material. Among t.he few may be mentiOned 
Mr. Caplatzi. 3, Cheuies Street, 'I;,ott~nhaut Court 
Road, who advertises in ·wonK.-G. E. B. 

B esom s.-J. S.ll. (CheethaTn).-You should send 
this infonmttion through "Shop," addressed to the 
Editor of \VOJtK. 

Boot and Shoe Rep a tr tng.-REx. -Articles 
have appeared in w· ORK, Nos. ll2,lli, 12:!, 126, 130, 
and 137. 

W aste P roducts. - CREDE~IONO.- No such 
paper as you a llude to has-appeared in ·wouK. 

Capltain e P etroleu m Engin e . - S. (Stom·· 
b?·idye>.-No furthc1· informaLion can be gl\:eu re· 
spectinfr this engine tlH\11 W<ts accorded 10 tbe 
notice 1u 'WoRK to which you refer. \Ve cannot 
give addresses in these notices. 

I 
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Table.-"·· ~. (S liip lri/).-I will deal with your 
~<'COnd query- first. You cl\n decide upon the table 
r our;:;d!. You do not say wbctbcr you require 
flaps to it: bu t !>y the absence of these particulars I 
p rcsum(• that r ott want. an article, the top of which 
shall be in one entire piece. 'l'he height of it should 
be about 28 in. ; the legs (ror o. large table! turned 
from. n t least..~ } in. stnlt'; the length of their blocks 
dt?pendin~ upon the size of the table. The thick
ness of the top should bet in. or even 1 in., and the 
side-frnminl:) 'i in. or ~ in. The method I am going 
to describe may not coincide with the views of all, 
bm. ron can make a strong table by following it, 
with compnrath·ely easy labour. Fig. 2 shows the 
under-side of one corner of the table. A hole should 
be there drilled to receiYe a stout dowel-pin (more 
than one dowel-pin cn.n. of course, be used to each 
corner). The lower half of tbi~ dowel-pin will enter 
a hole down the leg-block, as shown in Fig. 1. '!'his 
diagram also shows how to do•ctail-mortise t.he 
~ides of each block in order that the framing (Fig. 
a) nmy be joined to them. To further strengthen 
the table, drive o. number of screws through the 
inner side of the framing into the table-top, as in 
Fig. 6; or by driving them tht·ough small blocks a.s 

Pig. 7. 

l'i g. 2. 

,. 
l'ig. 3 •. l'ig:. I. 

I I'ig. 1:, :Pig. 5 ':Fig. 6. 

Table. Fig. I. - Leg-Block. Fig. 2.- Dowel tlxed. 
Fig. 3.-Dovetail Tenon. Figs. 4, 5, and 6.
Various Sections of Sides. Fig. 7.-Dowel 
being formed- A, Dowel-Plate. 

in Fig. 5. For appearance' sake, you might screw 
moulded rails to the bottom of framing (Fig. -!). 
Across the table, connecting the framing, might be 
screwed stout rails, as shown by Figs. 5 and 6. If 
drawers are re(tuircd, allowance must be made for 
their passage through the framing; and bearers 
shotJld consist of rmls screwed n~a.inst the fram
ing inside between the bottom ra1ls. For drawer 
rn1~king, etc., read up your back numbers of WoRK. 
Touching upon your tlr·st question. I must say you 
have done wore than most <lo, when they ask two 
or more q~estions o~ clift'c_rent topics, by ~umbering 
your quer1cs; but still 1t 1s a very cssent1al matter, 
to ensure a satis facto1·y reply, that each question 
bearing on a different branch of trade or ditfercnt 
trade sltottlil be U'l'ittcn on a scpm·cdc sheet of 
paper . How to sole o. boot is rathc1· out of my line 
of knowledge; but there is a member of our staff 
who gives instruct ions upon t.his trade; and to him 
·would have been forwarded the boot query at the 
same time that the to.blc question wns placed in my 
bands 1[ it had been on a separate sheet. You wlll 
not be surprised. therefore, llt not seeing it replied 
to here : but our Editor, no doubt, will have for
w~rded it t~ our brother contributor, whose reply 
will rq>pcar m due coursc.-J. S. 

Bending Bamboo. -E. M eH. (Hcbbu:rn- on
T,mei.- Bamboo cnn be softencrland bent either by 
dry heat. a.~ over a la mp, or by heated stoam. The 
subject is one which has often been bronght for
ward in "\VoHK. K McH. is SDecially referred to 
Vol. I ., p. 51!1. No. 33, and Vol. Ill.. p. 252. No. 120. 
At the latter place may be seen o. dial:)ram of steam-
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ing apparatus. In Vol. I . is a series of articles on 
bamboo work.-M. M. 

Microphone Tranam.ltter.-G. C. H. (1\"ew K ent 
R oad).- Write again, giving full _particulars of 
microphone battery and receiver.-W. D. 

Bell Telephone.-J. N. (Perth).-I havereceived 
your postcard. At present I am away from home, 
and cannot look up the answer to wh1ch you refer. 
I have !lOt yet seen it, not having had the pleasure 
of reading WORK for the last few weeks.-W. D. 

Phonograph.-P ATIEN'CE.-I am sorry to say that 
I cannot give instructions for making a phonograph 
in " Shop" column, for the simple reason that space 
could not be spared for every detail. There is, 
however, an article in the 1£ditor's hands upon this 
subject, which he will publish at his own con
venience. Till then PATIENCE will have to wait.
W. 1>. 

T e1ephone.- No NA)I(E.- The instructions from 
which you made your transmitter were doubtr 
less all right, and the cause oe th"e failure I am 
unable to fathom, inasmuoh as you do not give 
sufficient par ticulars to help me. ,· If you write 
again, explaining your instrument and the method 
which you have used for testing, I may be able to 
help you over your diffi.culty.- W. D. 
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French Polis h.l.ng.- W . L. (OZdham).-Damp, 
rather than cold, was the cause of rour polish 
peeling olt'; beside~~, you were very un wtse in ~ving 
the handrails a coat of thick brush polish m the 
presence of so much damp. Paper it down a.gs.Jn, 
putting a little linseed oil on the face of the glass
paper. and be content to work it up with the rubber. 
For this purpose, if possible. choose a bright, dry 
day ; dissolve your shellac in naphtha instead of 
methylated spirits, and leave the work, if it loQks 
well, in "dry shine "-i.e., from the polish rubber·· 
if. however, it must be spirited out, use naphtha.. · 
This may perchance make it necessary to use a 
litt.le more oil, but be as sparing s.s possible with it. 
Do not overcharge your rubber with polish : in such 
a case s.s yours it would be best to use a little at a 
time, and work each rubber out fairlr dry before 
re-charging, bearing in mind that friction, or, more 
properly spes.kin~. .. elbow grease," is a most 
important factor ID gaining satisfactory results.
LIFEBOAT. 

motion to the lower ends of bell-cranks, the upper 
end of one, together with the two cards, will r1se, 
while the other one will fall. Thus the two pairs 
r ise and fall alternately. The pairs need not be 
next each other; the first and third and second and 
fourth~ or first and fourth and second and third, 
might oe worked together by a slight variation in 
the mechanism. Still another method is shown in 
F igs. 3 and 3A, which illustrate a skeleton longi
tudinal section and an end elevation of crank-shaft, 
cranks, and connecting-rods. In this case the 
cards move alternatively, A being completely out 
of the box, A', A" half out, and a!" hidden in 
box. In this case each card must be carried and 
worked separately, and have a separate guide and 
connecting-rod, the crank-shaft, k, in this case 
having four cranks at right angles. Thus you 
get each card rising and falling one after the other, 
no two cards being at the top or bottom at the same 
time. By means of cams instead of cranks, these 
cards might be made to rise and fall quickly, and 
remain still at the top of the stroke considerably 
longer than by the crank arrangement. The style 
of cam, Fig. 4, I have drawn to a larger scale than 
the others ; c is the cam carried on shaft, k, and 
revolving with it; a, a are the _guides for the cards ; 
d is the rod to the top of whtch the card is fixed ; 
while below, in contact with the cam, is a small 
wheel, w, to reduce the friction between the rod 

Fig.1. 

Green Stain and lnlays.- C. L. (Beverley).-1 
have se;eral times in " Shop" advised the use of 
Tomlinson's aniline dyes, as sold at most druggists' 
in penny packets and threepenny tubes ; also verdi
gris dissolved in hot vinegar. I can stiU recommend 
them, though since those replies were penned, I 
ha>e received from Mr. H. C. Stephens, Aldersgate 
Street, London (a stain maker of high renown), 
specimens of a new ~reen stain that appears to me 
to be very good, and IS sold in sixpenny and shilling 
bottles. The coloured wood strmgings and inlays 
ere sold at most places where veneers and carvings 
are sold for cabinet makers (not saw-mills). I can
not give the addresses of any m your neighbourhood; 
but if you care to send a shilling__postal order to 
lVIr. Kingstone, veneer merchant, P ershore Street, 
Birmingham, or Mr. Harriss, veneer merchant , 
Bromsgrove Street, Birmingham, I have no doubt 
they Will send you a variety you would be well 
satisfied with. Kingstone will undertake inlays to 
rour own desi~ns, if necessary. For the pearls (not 
shells) you m1ght try Thomas Pa.dmore, Edmund 
Street, Birmingham. But why not look in your 
local directory, and .find dealers nearer home, where 
you could go and personally select what yourequire1 
1 give you a wrinkle that may be of service to you: 
t.Jlat well-selected and well-marked bird's-eye U::£le 
dyed green makes a capital imitation pearl · ay 
when well polished.- LIFEBOAT. 

Machine for Advertising.- .A. H . (No .Address). 
-You say that the box has slots in it, so I suppose a 
card appears through each slot. It the cards appear 
and disappear at tbe same time, an arrangement 
similar to skeleton drawing, Flg. 1, might be used. 
I am assumin!!' that the box in each case has four 
slots, and in F1g. 1 that the cards, A, r ise and fall 
together, bein~ fixed to a frame. a, fitted with two 
long bosses, a, a', through which holes are drilled 
verLieally to fit guides, b, and with projections at 
side for links. c, c. The guides, b, can be fitted 
either to the top of the box or the bottom, as is 
most convenient. Two bell-crank levers, ~ d, are 
pivoted ate, e, the upper end of each being ntted to 
link c. the other ends being connected together by 
coupling-rod f . 1'be reciprocating motion is com
municated to them by rod g, worked by crank· h, 
which lat.ter is fixed to shaft i, which is driven, in 
turn, by small cord·pulley, j , on outside of box 
through cross-shaft, k, and bevel-wheels, l, l. It 
the pulley, j, is kept turning at a uniform spee~ 
the cards, A, will remain s!igbtly longer at the top 
and bottom ot their t.ravel than in the centre when 
rising or falling. The full lines show the positions 
of the levers. frame, etc. when the cards are raised, 
and the dotted lines when the cards are lowered. 
Another plan of obtaining the same motion would 
be to continue shaft k, Fig. 1, but now placed 
centrally under frame a, and provided with two 
cranks exactly under links, c. c, which links, in this 
case, must be turned into connecting-rods to grip 
the crank-pins, and s.s the cranks turn the frame, a, 
will rise and fall as before. As an alternative plan , 
suppose you want the two right-hand cards, Fig. 1, 
to rise together while the two left· hand ones fall: 
by di\·iding frame a. Fig. 1, in the centre, and 
reversing the left· hand bell·crjtnk lever to position 
shown in Fig. 2. keepin_g the other gearing s.s it was, 

· this ''~'ill b~ secured. By conveying a reciprocat ing 
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Machine for Advertising. 

and cam to a minimum. This shape of cam allows 
the card to remain stationary in its highest position 
for one-fifth of a revolution of shaft k, thus giving 
people a better chance of reading what there is on 
1t than in the preceding cases. So i! you arranged 
to have four cards, by setting the four cams at rigM 
angles to one another you would nearly always 
have one of the cards stationary for a short time. 
There are various methods of driving the mechan
ism shown in these drawings besides the outside 
pulley, which, however, if you have a shaft running 
near, is as convenient s.s any, and might easily oo 
arranged out of sight of the public; there mi~ht 
also be used a small model steam or water engme. 
Inside the box you might use electricity or clock
work: which, I think! will prove the best. But the 
design of the mechan sm and power to be used all 
depend on the size and number of the cards, so I 
cannot help yon any more till these are given.
P. B. H. 

Saddlery. - ANXIous.-J . Dixon & S:ms' ad
dress is 2,1, Hall Lane, Walsall . Saddlers· Gazette~ 
{6, Cannon Street, E.C. Monthly, 4d. The saddlers 
and harness-makers' trade price list may help you 
to the lengths of parts. It. gives the lengths of the 
stitching, and stitches to the inch, of every part of 
harness and sa.ddlery\.a.nd trade prices; it costs 7d. 
J. Barlow & Co., Sewey Place. Oxfora Street, W. 
Doubtless they can supply "Cutters' Lengths" pub
lications, as they are a leading 11rl!l in Lond.on. for 
all rela ting to harness and carnage furn1sh mg. 
wholesale and retail 

Meaaurements.-DoBRA.-There is not the least 
doubt but that you would gather a vast deal of 
information from Cassell's •· Technical Educator ... 
It is published in monthly parts, butl should advise 
you to mo.ke inquiries. through your local books.ellert 
as to whether there is an edition being pubhsh~ 
now etc. etc. You would also tlnd Beaton s 
" Pocket Technical Guide, Measurer, and Eatl· 
mator," published by Crosby Lockwood & Sons, 
7, Stationers' Hall Court, London, E.C., very usetul. 

• 
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and, as the price is only ls. 6d., I should certainly 
try it.-E. D. 

Model Horizontal Engine.-F. C. (Cardiff) 
writes :-"I feel thankful for the answer re MoiieL 
Horizontal Engine (see p. 572, No. Hl), but what I 
should like to see is a dimensioned sketch of a 
model. I may say to F. C., who promised to, further 
help me, that the cylinder I have hasn't got ~he 
p orts cut in it yet."-(In reply, you do not ~ve 
me the size of the port face on your castmg, 
but I think I can supply information which will 
enable you to complete your work. ;Fig. 1 ~bows a 
side elevation of the proposed engme, w1th the 
cylinder in section; also a plan view of th~ connect
ing-rod, F. Fig. 2 is a longitudinal section of the 
steam and exhaust passages and t~e sli~e-valve. 
The bloc!;: is too small to be clearly dtmenswned, so 
I give you the measurements in letterpress. Make 
the piston, A, { in. thick, and turn it to fit the cylin
der truly ; then no packing need be. used. Face off 
the insides of the covers until the distance between 
them ·is increased from 2t..; in: to 2k in. ; you can 
then have a stroke of 1i in., with ~in. clearance 
at each end. The piston-rod, B, should be fr in. dia
meter screwed at one end into the guide-olock, D, 
and at theot.her into the piston, where its end may 
be lightly riveted ove1:, to prevent the piston from 
working loose. 'rh,e gland, C, ,shol!ld oe m~de to 
screw into the stuffing-box, wh1ch 1s to be hghtly 
packed with cotton-yarn. '£he length of piston-rod 
you must find from your cylinder casting ; it must 
be of such length that when the piston 1s against 
the bottom of the cylinder, and the gland, c, just 
free from the stufling-box, the guide-block, D, 
clears easily from the gland. The guide-rods, E, E, 
should be of wire about :i\ in. (~o. 13. B.W.<;l-.) in 
diameter, screwed at one end mto the cylmder 
cover as shown, the other ends to form a light 
driving fit to holes in a plate, T, fixed to the bed
plate, M, and slotted out for the passage of the con
necting-rod, F. 'l'hickess of plate, T, r. in.; of bed
:plate, M, ~ in. 'l'he connecting-rod, F, to be tin. 
-thick in the body, 3~ in. long between centres, and 
made with a forked end, R, to ride at one end on a. 
pin, ,',in. diameter, fixed in the guide-block, D. and 
.at the other on a crank-pin, G, -s\ in. diameter. 
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This pin is made with a h~d, and screwed into the 
cranK, H, through the eye, s1 of the connecting-rod. 
:rhe crank, H, h~ a throw or t in:, is_ 1 in. thick, and 
ts fixed on a mam-shaft, I, ; m .. m ruameter. This 
-shaft is carried in ordinary bearings on pedestals, 
N, cast with or fixed on the bed-plate. The shaft 
<l!lrrie~ atty-whe~l. o, 5~_in. outside diatx?-eter, with a. 
nm ~·m. square m sect1on, a boss, Q, i m. diameter 
by *in. th1ck. and six wire arms, P, j in. diameter 
(No.ll, B. W.G.). Y ou may have a wheel cast com
plete, but the arms should then be wider; brass is 
the material to bo used. On·the shaft, I, is fixed an 
eccentric, K, with a throw of j, in., which, by a rod 
L, drives the short slide-valve, u . The exhaust 
port, v, should be 1"o in. wide ; space between ex
haust a.nd steam port, ~ in; steam ports, tin. wide 
el!-ch; edge o~ valve, t'o m. ; inside length of valve, 
f ~n. ; the cylmder ends. w, of the steam ports, l in. 
wtde. The length of the ports across the cylinder 
should be as great as the width of port face will 
allow. 'rhe depth of connecting-rod to be tin. at 
~he forked end, and f. •in. at the crank-pin end. 
rhe valve, u, to be covered by a steam chest made 
to fit the port face. You may have to modify the 
valve sizes to fit your casting, bnt there should 
not be any difficulty in that. The rod L and the 
yalve-rod may be made of wire, No. 16, B.W.G. It 
IS preferable t~ use steel wire throughout. The 
<lrank, eccentriC, and fty-wheels may be made 
d riving fits to the main shaft.-F. C.J 

Designs for WoRK.- J. A. (Parsonstown).
Your friend may send in his sofa design on approval. 
Indeed, I should be glad at all times to receive 
MSS. and desi~ns from any reader of WoRK who 
-cares to submtt to me, on a.p,Proval particulars of 
novelties or ideas which are his own 'work or idea. 

Incubator.-W. B. (Ramsey, Isle of Man).-As 
-sev.eral corr~srondents wish to know where to get 
flttmgs, I w1l try and arrange with someone to 
supply ihe whole. Watch advertisements in sale 
.and excho.ngc columns of WoRK.- LEGHORN. 

Incubator.-W. H. E. (Orewe).- See reply to 
W. D. above. ltepHes by post are against the rules. 
-LJmHOltN. 

Thermometer. - vV. C. (Wanclsworth Road 
.S. W.).- Sec reply to W. B. above.-LEGHORN. ' 

Incubator. - F. W. M. (Cltilrl's Hill) -The 
"flower-pot" inc•lbator was described and illus
trated on p. 657, No. 35, Vol I. You may, however, 
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as well try to hatch eggs on the hot-plate of a. 
kitchen range as in such a. contrivance. Whv not 
make one as recently described in No. 1431 tf ex
pens~ is an object, you might rerluce si.ze and make 
fittings of tin-tin canisters, for instance-although 
I am bound to say they will always be a trouble, 
rusting through in a very short time. I merely 
throw this out as a suggestion, because in building 
apparatus for actual work, it is better left alone 
a ltogether if it cannot be built properly.-LEG
HORN. 

Incubator.- H ; H. (Egham).-Yours is a very 
good idea, but more applicable to a larger machine. 
The glass panels in lid are not very large, so that if 
you introduce two more rails, you will about do 
away with them altogether. You need not fear 
disturbing the regulator by opening and closing 
lid. Of course, on opening the lid, you tdisengage 
the regulator rod with the damper, but as the 
temperature then fa.Us quickly, it is most probable 
that when the lid is closed again the regulator rod 
will be below the top of machine. The taper hole 
in lid allows a little play in this respect. If you 
prefer to follow your idea, you might make the 
centre rail narrower, cutting an oblong hole for 
ventilation, making the inner rails of lids narrower 
and hingeing them to the centre l'ail, screwing a 
small stop on to prevent them going back too far. 
If you adopt this plan, you will of course require to 
adapt the damper to suit the shape of the hole.
LEGHORN. 

Photos on Zinc.-A SUBSCRIBER.-!t is quite 
possible for anyone w.i th the necessary skill to pro
duce the work, but like many other things, it 
requires experience. vVe are not aware of any 
work published specially devoted to this subject, 
I t is mostly in the hands of ·firms who make some
what a secret of their pt·ocesses. The zinc plates 
may be obtained of Dellagana & Co., Stereotypers, 
Shoe Lane, E. C.-D. 

Barmonium.-G. E. L. (Batte?'.9ea).-There is 
no useful purpose to be gained by addin~ stops to a. 
portable harmonium. Probably there is only one 
set of reeds, or the makers would have adopted the 
very proper and obvious cow·se of adding some 
way to control the various sets of reeds. If, as I 
surmise, only one set is present, the only useful stop 
would be that marked" expression," and the needful 
alteration to the instrument to add this stop would 
be greater than its value, and would render the 
instrument less portable. Fittings of every kind 
for musical instruments may be had of Messrs. 
Dawkins & Co., Charterhouse Street, Holborn 
Viaduct, or from advertisements in 'WORK. 
B . A. B. 

Grip Lock Nut.-A. D. (Sheffi,eld).-Any stamped 
letter can be forwarded to the maker, but a free 
advertisement of his address cannot certainly be 
given in WORK . 

Water Engine.-YOUNG ENGINEER.-Consult 
Glynn's" Water Power'' in Weale's Rudimentary 
Series. 

Draught Screen.-M. T. (Pilrig, Edinburgh).
For this, refer to No. 136 of WoRK. 

Lathe Crank-Shaft on Points.- J. H. (Keigh
ley).-Snrely you must have seen that this is the 
usual way of mounting the crank-shaft of a lathe. 
When you ask bow they are lubricated you raise a 
smile. Put a drop of oil on the centre, just w here 
it goes into the revolving shaft, and it will work its 
way in; don't pour half n pint, for that will only 
lubricate the floor. Some workmen seem to use as 
much as they can ; and a nasty mess they make. 
Cranks for lathes are run usually on points, and I 
donbt whether any of the ne'v plans are better: 
they are run on or between three friction rollers, 
and in bearings, but this requires a specialjbearing 
which can adjust itself to the shaft as it bends with 
the pressure of the foot on the treadle.-F. A. M. 

Bot-Air Engine.-J. W. R. JR. (Liverpool).-! 
think you will get the information you need from 
my reply to another querist. I will only add to 
that, that as you wieh to use yours for working a 
little pump, you can pass some of the water through 
the cooling cistern on the top of the heater. I 
should use a 2 in. or 3 in. working piston, and have 
a. heater of twice the diameter, and the displacer 
Sl.me stroke as the piston ; I think that would work 
a I! in. pump. I would not use any packinfr, but 
grind out the working cylinder and pump cyhnder, 
and make the working piston of the sam"e metal 
and same thickness as cylinder, so that heat may 
not interfere with fit.-F. A. M. 

Kooking-Horse.-W. H. C. (Leeds).-This sub
ject ba.s not yet been treated ; but the Editor h~ 
requested me to a ttend to it, and I will do my best 
to endeavour· to place a. page of designs and accom
panying desct'iptive matter in the hands of the 
readers as soon as possible.-J. S. 

Etchtng.-PROll'ESBIONAL.-I am hardly. sure if I 
understand just what it is you wish to know; from 
the wording of your letter I take it you desire to 
know how to etch letters on glass, although I cannot 
understand why you have used a stencil. However, 
if this should not be what you want, write again. 
Cover the piece of flashed ruby with brunswick 
black ( when dry, scrape away all of it from the 
parts of the glass you wish the acid to act upon. In 
yo:ur qase it seemi[l you wish th:e g1·ound around the 
letters to pe removed:; you ·wtll therefore lea Ye all 
the letters coveved with t.lte brunswick blo.clt. Y on 
ought to llliYe no difficulty in getting the edges of 
the letters straight this way; you can use a square 
or straight-edge and a sharp point; if the other way 
(i.e., the l~tters etched away), remove from the 

letters in the same way, and you /an afterwards, if 
you wish, fill up with black. By acting upon the 
flashed side you can have white letters upon a ruby 
ground, or ru'ID' letters upon a white ground, at 
pleasure.- W . E. D., JR. 

Silver Chloride Cell.-ELECTRA.--The positive 
e~ement in a silver ehloridc cell is zinc; the nega
tive element is silver. 1'he negative element is 
enclosed in some po1·ous or bibulous material en
veloping a paste made of s ilver chloride. This en· 
velope t.n!-1-Y be blotting-paper or fine-mesh muslin. 
The pos1t1ve element may be enveloped in a similar 
material charged with zinc chloride 01· wi th am
mo~ia chloride, or may be suspended in a solution 
of mther of.these chlorides. The zinc should be in 
the form of a thick plate, as this element wears 
awa:r. 'rhe silver may be in the form of sheet, foil, 
or w1re. The electrolytic act ion of the cell reduces 
the silver chl<?ride to pure silver, which is deposited 
on the negative element. You may use platinum 
foil as a subst itute for silver foil if you choose to do 
so, but I do not see what advantnge will be ;:t.ttained 
by the change, since the foil is soon coated with 
pure silver, and, the electro.motiYe force of the cell 
is then that of the difference in potential between 
silver and zinc in an electrolyte of chloriue not 
that of zinc and platinum.-G. K B. ' 

Oak Work-Box.-.J. H. •r: (Ea?·lshcaton).-vYith· 
out knowing the abilities of J. 1:1. 'f., or what tools 
he possesses, it is difficult to advise, but such work
boxes as he can buy at the shops are made in pine, 
just like a packing-case (see Fig. 1). A rebate is 
made on all the angles except the bottom ; this 
rebate.is filled with hard wood like the box is to be 

Fig. 2 . 

.. 

Fig. 1. Fig 3. Fig. 4.. 

Oak Work-Box. Fig. I.- Section of Corner of 
veneered Work-Box; the black quarter circle 
is hard Wood let in before the Veneer is laid. 
:Fig. 2.- Box with mitred Angles, keyed, Top 
rebated, and end grain hidden by insertion. 
Fig. 3.- Section of Fig. 2 when completed. 
Fig. 4.-Section, if the Sides and Ends are 
rebated instead of Top. (Not drawn to scale.) 

veneered with. The ends, back and front, and top 
are then veneered, and the inserted hard ·wood j u;;t 
mentioned becollleS available to nHtke a niceh· 
rounded corner. 'l'he box is then cut, thereby forni
ing a lid, having its dimen~<ions and iiffure of grain 
corresponding with the box itscll'. '!he edges of 
the cut surfaces are then veneered; hingeing, clean
ing off, and the fixture of lock, escutcheon, etc., 
complete the box. 1'his is the simplest way to make 
a. work-box, but it is only available for veneered 
work. For solid wood, dovetailing is t.he best way, 
but if that is too difficult, I should mitre the sides 
and ends together. keying the joint with hard 
wood (see Fig. 2). In that case I should prepare a 
rebate for the top and bottom to res t in, and round 
the top insert a piece of hard wood as a finish. and 
to hide the end grain (see Fig. 4). Fig. 3 shows 
rebate on top.-B. A. B. 

III.-QUESTIONS SUBJ\U'l'TED TO TIEADF:RS. 
• * • The attention ana co-opemtion of 1·mclers oj WonK are 

invitee/. for this section of" Shop." 

Upholstery. - V. L. (Ba.1tswate1·) "Tites :-"I 
should be obliged for some hints on upholstery, a. 
branch of indnstry which I hope will sonn be treated 
by your exceedingly useful j ournal. Should spac:e 
not allo~v of an extensive art.icle being lle,·ored to 
the sub.1ect, I should be glad of the names of any 
good works on the subject.'' 

Address Wanted.-'fRANSI"ARLEUi\I writes·:
" 'Will some reader of '\:VOJm: please g-i\·e me the 
present address of the Continental Ki.n·elt;y Com
pany, late of 50, Leicester Square. London I The 
above was the address about four yea.rs ago." 

• 
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Saw.- E. J. (BOI'OW!h, S.E.) w rites:-" Would 
W . \V. ({ . .Jm:crton) oblige a brot-her reader by 
stating in 'Shop' what number or numbers in 
\VoRK I cnn find how to make a saw same as that 
of which parts are described in 'Shop,' No. 144, 
p. 631, Vol. Ill., in answc1· to 'l'oP S.AWYER1" 

Antique Furniture Designs.- H. R. (Kidder
·miustC?·) \nitt>s :-"I would be vet-y glad to learn 
the: price of, and where I could get, a book of pat
terns for can-ing antique furniture, such as old 
chest~, wardrobes, cupboards, clock·cases, book
cases, and panels in other odd furniture-not neces
sarily in their full size, but large enough to sketch 
from to any size needed." 

Millboard Boxes. - J. W. (Upper Norwood) 
writes:- " I shall be obliged jf any reader would 
giYeme a description for makin.".., hand machine 
or appliances for making small millboa.rd boxes 
(5 in. x 1t iu. x 1 in. ) in quantity-similar to those 
photo plates are packed in-in the columns of 
·Shop.'" 

Wood.-J. B. (Birntingha·m) writes:-"! wish 
to make a set of pigeon-holes with fifty-four corn· 
partmcnt.s, but ha..-e a difficulty in obtaining the 
necessary wood. Could any reader of ' Shop ' in
form me where (close to Birmingham or \Vest 
Bromwich preferred) I could get the wood, in pine 
or deal, planed a.nd cut to the sizes I require, ready 
for putting together 1'' 

Tailorlng.-.A.NXIOUS writes :-" Can any reader 
of \Vo~tK m form me of a good teacher of cutting 1 
Frock coats are my real difficult.y." 

Lead Welghts.-W. W . \V.(l\'ottin(fham) writes: 
- "\\'ill SOIJIC kind reader gi\"c me practical infor

mation as to 
the best way 
to mould llead 
weights such 
as a draughts
man uses, say 
~ in. long by li 
in. wide by 1{ 
in. deep, hav
ing a mould 
on top and 
bottom, a.s 
per sketch1 
What metals, 
and in what 
propor tio n, 
~hould be 
added to the 
lead to have 
a bard and 

Lead Weight. clean ca.sting1 
Is it best to 

have a mculd made in metal or in moulders, and 
to ensure a. clear and perfect casting to prevent 
the use of the file 1 How to make tbe mould advised, 
if the weight is as per sketch 't" 

Haag's Water Motor.-B. J. (K1:ng's Lynn) 
writes:-" Can any reader of \ VoRK gi,·e me a de
st:ription of these motors 1" 

Measuring Up.-CEYLONESE (Colombo) writes: 
- ·• I would thank your readers for their views as 
to the best methods for me to measure up photo· 
gr<~:phs a.nd other perspec tive views of buildings, 
cylmdrica.l figures. furniture, machinery, etc., each 
having one known dimension, and convert the 
S<trne as far as practicable into working draw
lugs." 

Working Drawlngs.-CEYLO:s"ESE writes :- " I 
should be glad to learn, through 'Shop.' from whom 
I ea~ obtain working drawings of bridges, cranes, 
furmture, otc." 

Octagonal Moorish Stool. - ANGLO · DANE 
writes:- " \~'ill some kincl correspondent amongst 
the rec1dcrs submit to the Editor a design for above 
\\' ith colours, etc. 1 It is a very ett'ed.ive piece of 
ft!rniture in a drawing-room, and quite within the 
scope of an amateur, I should say.'' 

Launch.-E. G. (Herejo1·d) writes :- " I have a 
flnt·bott.omcd boat, built ·with pine and oak : it is 
~il. ft. long, 6 ~t. :vide, and. 2 ft. 6 in. de~p, and I 
"ts h t.o have 1t fttted up w1th steam cngmes and 
J.a·opellcrs- two ordinary slide-valYe engines t~.nd 
two screw propellers. \Vould some kind reader let 
111<: know the s ize of engines and propellers~ a.lso 
,,.l1etttc1· t wo or three-blade propeller;; a re be!:'t, as I 
wis h t.hc boat. to tra,·eltts fast as possible, as I have 
some very rapid streams to pass over1" 

Wood for Carving.-L. B. (Hitchin) asks for 
"the best shop in London to get lime-wood for 
cnr,·ing on." 

Candle Ma ldng.- G. N. (llfanchester) writes:
" Could any reade::r tell me how to produce composite 
c:uutl~s clHmply 1- that is t.o say, could any reader 
llvscnbc to me through your columns which a.re 
1 h1\ c.h t:apt·.-; t. in!{rcd_icnts to .n!ic in composite candle 
IIHLkln!.C! 1 would, HH.leed, reel v ery thttnkful if you 
<:onld .do this for me, ••s I wish to try something in 
1 hat. lm <~ . .I possess, of course. the proper moulds 
<uul \\ 1 ~:ks, only I should like to nscertttin what best 
l cmt hl use so a;; to bl'ing the article cheap and 
sale<Lble. " 

IV.-QUESTIO:s'S A:<~SWERED BY CO.HRESPONDENTS. 

B eso.m Mal~;;rs .. :-:·r. _ \\'. lit. (Rcusnmc) writes 
t n. IJ. ~. Jl. <!:' <· c p.U.~a. :\o.llll :hat ,Joseph Jet"Yis 
\\ hal~:y, Clowu, ~ht,.itt:l"lidd, is u besom muk<;"r. ' 

• 
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Mole Traps.-T. J. (Preston) writes to J. J. 
(Oumberland) (see p. 492, No. 135) :-"Respecting 
wooden mole trap with steel springs. I can recom· 
mend Mr. J oseph Cross, Tangier Street, White
haven, for a good article in that line.n 

Flower-Pot Cases.-F. H. (Battersea) writes, in 
reply to INQUIRER (seep. 621, No. 143) :-"I do not 
know any firm where expansible fiower-pot cases 
can be had. Eighteen years ago I supplied most 
of the West-End houses with them; but since the 
fashion for jars and Doulton ware, there has been 
no call for them. If INQUIREK thinks there is a sale 
for them, I should be pleased to be in communica
tion with him." 

Wool·Winder.- R. T. T . (Frome) writes, In r eply 
to l\1ART·(see p. 621, No.l43) :-"These are not hard 
to m ake ; appended design explains itself. The 
ba$e is made of wood, with a recess turned in it 
for lead to give stability; the :pin is Hn. iron or steel 
wire 9 in. long, 1 in. screwmg Into wood stand, 
turned up smooth, with a shoulder at the toot shrunk 
on, or a piece of i in. rod can be turned down tot in., 
leaving the shoulder. The shell is a piece of i in. 
brass tubing, 6 in. long, with a knob screw in a t the 
top to give a finished appearance. This tube must 
have its bottom edge turned true, as it runs on the 
shoulder mentioned above. .A and B are two brass 
collars, 1 in. diameter; .A is fixed, while B slides up 
and down. and is fixed by a set screw. c, in any de· 
sired position ; the nearer it is brought to A, the 
larger the skein that can be held. The laths are 
wood, i in. wide, tin. thick, and 7 in. long, riveted 

.Fig. 2. 
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Wool-Winder and Parts. 

to each other at the centres and ends. There are 
four sets, at right angles to each other, one only 
being shown in the sketch. The simplest way to 
fasten the laths to the collars is to turn a groove in 
the collar, as Fig. 2; cut four slots at right angles to 
each other, i in. wide by ~ in. deep, into each of 
which one lath fits, as dotted line, Fig. 2, and a 
copper wire running in the groove, ana passing 
through a hole in each lath, as shown, holds all 
tight, and yet allows the laths to turn as on 
a pivot. This size winder will hold any skein 
from 12 in. to 8 feet. As these make exceed
ingly popular Christmas presents to ladies, and can· 
be easily made in numbers by anyone possessed of 
a lathe, I shall be _pleased to write an article. giving 
detai.led instructiOns and drawings, during next 
year, if the Editor wishes it."-[By all means submit 
this article on approvai.-ED.] 

V.-LETTERS RECEIVED. 

Questions ba.ve heen received from tbe tollowlng eorres
l•uudents, and answers only awnltspace in SHOI", upon which 
there Is grea~ prePel•re :-W. R. s. cCamberweU.): T&LBPHO:i ~;; 
ll . c. oroolwic/o); A. s. l\1. cHiyflgate>; .lo'. s. (».uter); w. T. c. 
( ll'tcl[ord); EJJONY; RECTlLINJtAR: J. B. (Lillcoln); Bill· 
Sllllt ll; LOST l\lOTIOll; C. A. B. (Swansea): C. G. M. (Peni
•tolte); T. H. B. (Bi>'minglum~l: 0. F . B. (Darlington) ; N. S. s. 
(;l{onkwetmnouth); l\IAO; NOVICE; F. W. R (Httrlin.g); A SUB· 
>OitiJ)Klt .FltOll THE FIRST; C. B. L. (Falmouth) · H. W. (N1tn· 
/lewll, \ G. M. \SU:ctiTflaml ;~,T. S. _(Bed/ (lTd. Leigll l: H. Y . . <P<yplarl ; 
,f . .H. LIDttiJitnl, J3oy SohTBR, PF.IU'Ir.TUUll MODI LR, \\. J. B. 
tf'ollztmccl; ,J, S. (Eiswick) : H. R. K. (Liverpool); A. B.lLevtO!t· 
Wnw; \V. E. 0. ~ fVttkt;lieldl; F. S. tHa?-row lloadl ; H. B. 
• flm·tmc.-on·1'rent) ; s. W. <..4.slltm-mcder-Llfnel ; C. H. 0. (East 
])ttliViCII) ; F. S. }..4.m8terda»•l : WIRII: WOnK.BR; J. P. (;Veuai 
llritl!!Cl; J. M. (;\ cw North Road.) · W. T. K. (Dttrtotn) ; J. A. 
(0/•<.•U01V); 'El. L. (1Voohoi<"ll.); W. J.G.tBlUIH11tf8); J, B. 1Leed~l; 
.r. }1. L. (Kcn.•in{/to?l); R. K. tLow Fell); J. B. < Carrick-on· 
Jilli>") ; A. ]~. C. ('J'i.pton); CONS'rA:ST RBAOEit; E:SGIS '&RR; 
ON I< WHO W Al' 'l'S TU K~OW; COR :IT ANT lt&AO&R (Drttdfordl; 
A~IA1'1<U it llouf:I,LP.Jt: CurcK; J. G. (•Yo Address>; J, .ll.o:J. 
lC<t-J>C 1'own, Sout/t 4/ricaj. 
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CASSELL'S TECHNICAL MANUALS. 
Applied Mec:h&nlca. By Sir R. S. BALL, F,R,S. 21. 

Brlckla:vera, Drawtnc tor. 35-

BuUcllnc Oonatructioa. ••· 
Cabinet Makera, DraWinJr tor. 35· 

• Carpenter• and .Joiner .. DraWinsa f'or. 35- 6d. 
Gothic Stonework. 35. 

HandraUlnJr and Sta.trcaalnrr. JS. 6d. 
Lblear DrawlDJr and Practical Geo111etzy. 25. 

LlDear DrawiJas and ProJection. In One Vol., 35- 6Q 

Machtnlata and Encllleera, Drawtnc for. 45. 6d, 

Metal•Plate Worker•, DraWinc for. JS. 
Model Drawtn~r. 35. 

Orthopa.phical au.ct laometrlcal ProJection. os. 
Practical Perspective. 35· 

Stonemaaona, Drawtne f'or. Cloth, JS. 
&:vatematlc Drawtne anct Sh&cllDc. 25. 

CASSELL & COMPANY, LIMITBD, Ludl(ate Hill, London. 

MANUALS OF TECHNOLOGY. 
EDITED BY PROF. AYRTOH, f.R.S., AND RICHARD WORMELL, O.SC., M.A. 

The Dyeing of Textile Fabrics. By Prof. J. J. 
HUMMEL, f:C.S. With Numerous Dia~o.<rams. Sevemb 'lhou• 
sand. ss. 

Steel and Iron. By WILLIAM HENRY GREENwoon, 
F.C.S., M.I.M.E .. etc. With 97 Di.agr.ws from Original Work
in~ Drawings. Fifth Edition. ss. 

S.Pinning Woollen and Worsted. By W. s. 
BRIGHT 111CLARI>N, M.P., Worsted Spinner. W1th ~ Dia· 
grams. Second Edition. 45. 6d. 

• 
Cutting Tools.. By Prof. H. R. SMITH. With I+ 

FoiJing P:ates and 51 Woodcut.s . . Third Ed11ion. SS· 6d. · 

Practical Mechanics. By Prof. J . PERRY, M.E. 
With Numerous IUustrations. 1 bud Edition. 35· 6d. 

Design 1n Textile Fabrics. By T. R. AsHENHURST. 
W1th 10 Coloured Plates and zo6 Diagrams. Third Edition. <45. 6d. 

Watch.a.nd Clock Making. By D. GLASGow, Vice
l'resident, Briti>b HM~logical ID>titutc. Second Edition. <IS· 60.. 

CASSELL & CoMPANY, LIMITED, Ludgate Hill, Londo1J. 

• WORK 
u publithed at La Belle Sauvage, Ludg:U, Htll, 1-t>ndon, ·•C 
9 o'clocl; ;n;erv ll'ed.needav morning, andshould.beobtainabueu•rv
wli£Te tltrouqhoutth<l U11ited Ki1111dom on Fridav at tlulaUat. 

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION. 
s mootba, free by pou •• .. .• la. 8d.. 
6 months. .. . . • • •• sa. Sd. 

12 t~utbs, , .. •. .. 6s. 64. 
Postal Orders or Po&& omce Orders payable at the lleoera~ 

Poet Olllee, London, to 0.A.8BBLL and CO loll' .. ullr. Liwi ted.. . 
T:&1lli8 J'OJI. Tll:& lliBBRTlON OJ' ADVlliJI.TlBIWDTB Ill BAOII 

W .ll:&ltLY l88UB, £ 8. d. 

Ooe Page - - - • - • • • 12 o o 
Half Page - • • • • • • • o 10 o 
(Jua.rter Page • • • • • • - 3 12 6 
Eighth of a Page • • • • • 117 6 
One·Si.s: teenth of a Page · • • • • • 1 o 0 
I u Column, per in eh - • - • 0 10 0 

Small prepaid .Advertisements, aucb D& Situations WRote I 
Slid Kxcbange, Twenty Words or le&~. One i:lbilling, and Oneo 
Peooy per Word extra if over Twenty. ALL OTHRn Adv<'r· 
tl~e111ents in Sale and Excbaoge Column liJ'& cha.rgeu Outt 
!;billing ver Line (averaging eight wordal, 

l'r011m1ent Po•itumst or a ssriss of !nal!1'tf0m, 
b11 special arranoemmu. 

••• Advertisements should re•cb the o mce fourteen 
till,Ys in advance of tbe date of issue. 

:::;.ALE AND EXCHANGE. 
Victor Cycle Co., Grimsby, sell Mail-cart Wheels ana 

Parts. LISR 
Le ttering !1-Ud Sfgn-Wrl~lng m~de Easy.

Also tull-size d1agrams tor markmg out etgbt alphabets, 
only ts.-F. COULTHARD, Darlington Street, Bath. IOO 
Decorators' Stencils (6o large sheets), 2s. 6d. 

Fret, Carvl~g, and :Repousse Pattern.s.
too of either full-stze, IS.; 35 Fret Photo Frames, IS. ; 30 
Fret Brackeis, IS. ; IOO Sign-writer'~ Stencils, I$. ; 300 
T.urning Desi~:ns, IS. ; ,.oo small Stenctls, IS. ; soo Sh1elt.ts, 
Monograms, &c., ts., postage free.- F. COOLTHARD, Dar
lington Street, Bath (late Bournemouth). [2 s 

For really good, cheap, Mechanical, Electrical, 
Optical Chemical, Photographic Apparatus and Models, 
consult 'CAI'LATZI'$ nine 2d. Catalogues.-Chenies Street, 
W.C. . (10R 

Castings, e tc., Iron and Brass.-GoooARD, Cos-
forth, Newcastle-on-Tyne. [t; r~ 

Moor's Simplex Chromic Aci.d B attery.
Send stamp for cucular to Moo.R, 23, Hill's Road, (.;:<~m
bridge. (16 " 

• 

Planes.-Special Line. Trying, ss. 6d.; Jack, 4S· 3<1. ~ 
Smoothing, 3s. 6d. Bead and Rabbet Planes, 2s. AI~ 
others equallv low.-MARSHALL, Tool Merchant, 238, 0 1.._. 
Kent Road, 'London, S.E. [17, R 

Fretwork Designs.-25, small, 4d. ; six large An!mnl 
BracketS! 1s. td., post free. Lists ftee.-TAYLOR's het· --. 
wo1 keries, Blackpool. . ~1 9 R 

Banjos, Mandolioes, GuitaTs, Strin~s and FJttutg~ . 
Li~ts tree.-J. G. WINDER, I4A, Kenttsh Town l<•, a.d , 
London. [ 1 s 

Water Motors, from ss. eac~; i h.-p., 20~ .• ; list, on~ 
st2.mp.-W .... LToN, g, Queen Anne St., Stoke-on-lrent. (3s 
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